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Abstract: The results of a search for the direct pair production of top squarks, the
supersymmetric partner of the top quark, in nal states with one isolated electron or
muon, several energetic jets, and missing transverse momentum are reported. The analysis
also targets spin-0 mediator models, where the mediator decays into a pair of dark-matter
particles and is produced in association with a pair of top quarks. The search uses data
from proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large Hadron Collider in 2015 and 2016 at a
centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13 TeV and recorded by the ATLAS detector, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 36 fb 1. A wide range of signal scenarios with dierent
mass-splittings between the top squark, the lightest neutralino and possible intermediate
supersymmetric particles are considered, including cases where the W bosons or the top
quarks produced in the decay chain are o-shell. No signicant excess over the Standard
Model prediction is observed. The null results are used to set exclusion limits at 95%
condence level in several supersymmetry benchmark models. For pair-produced top-
squarks decaying into top quarks, top-squark masses up to 940 GeV are excluded. Stringent
exclusion limits are also derived for all other considered top-squark decay scenarios. For
the spin-0 mediator models, upper limits are set on the visible cross-section.
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1 Introduction
The hierarchy problem [1{4] has gained additional attention with the observation of a
particle consistent with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [5, 6] at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [7]. Supersymmetry (SUSY) [8{16], which extends the SM by introducing
supersymmetric partners for every SM particle, can provide an elegant solution to the
hierarchy problem. The partner particles have identical quantum numbers except for a
half-unit dierence in spin. The superpartners of the left- and right-handed top quarks, ~tL
and ~tR, mix to form the two mass eigenstates ~t1 and ~t2 (top squark or stop), where ~t1 is the
lighter of the two.1 If the supersymmetric partners of the top quarks have masses . 1 TeV,
loop diagrams involving top quarks, which are the dominant divergent contribution to the
Higgs-boson mass, can largely cancel out [17{24].
Signicant mass-splitting between the ~t1 and ~t2 is possible due to the large top-quark
Yukawa coupling. Furthermore, eects of the renormalisation group equations are strong
for the third-generation squarks, usually driving their masses to values signicantly lower
than those of the other generations. These considerations suggest a light stop2 [25, 26]
which, together with the stringent LHC limits excluding other coloured supersymmetric
particles with masses below the TeV level, motivates dedicated stop searches.
The conservation of baryon number and lepton number can be violated in SUSY mod-
els, resulting in a proton lifetime shorter than current experimental limits [27]. This is
commonly resolved by introducing a multiplicative quantum number called R-parity, which
is 1 and  1 for all SM and SUSY particles (sparticles), respectively. A generic R-parity-
conserving minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) [17, 28{31] predicts pair
production of SUSY particles and the existence of a stable lightest supersymmetric parti-
cle (LSP).
The charginos ~

1;2 and neutralinos ~
0
1;2;3;4 are the mass eigenstates formed from the
linear superposition of the charged and neutral SUSY partners of the Higgs and elec-
troweak gauge bosons (higgsinos, winos and binos). They are referred to in the following
as electroweakinos. In a large variety of SUSY models, the lightest neutralino ( ~
0
1) is the
LSP, which is also the assumption throughout this paper. The LSP provides a particle
dark-matter (DM) candidate, as it is stable and interacts only weakly [32, 33].
This paper presents a search for direct ~t1 pair production in nal states with exactly one
isolated charged lepton (electron or muon,3 henceforth referred to simply as `lepton') from
the decay of either a real or a virtual W boson. In addition the search requires several
jets and a signicant amount of missing transverse momentum ~pmissT , the magnitude of
which is referred to as EmissT , from the two weakly interacting LSPs that escape detection.
1Similarly the ~b1 and ~b2 (bottom squark or sbottom) are formed by the superpartners of the bottom
quarks, ~bL and ~bR.
2The soft mass term of the superpartner of the left-handed bottom quark can be as light as that of the
superpartner of the left-handed top quark in certain scenarios as they are both governed mostly by a single
mass parameter in SUSY models at tree level. The mass of the superpartner of the right-handed bottom
quark is governed by a separate mass parameter from the stop mass parameters, and it is assumed to be
larger than 3 TeV having no impact on the signal models considered in this paper.
3Electrons and muons from  decays are included.
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Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the stop decay modes, which are referred to as (left) ~t1 ! t~01 and
(right) ~t1 ! b~1 . Sparticles are shown as red lines. In these diagrams, the charge-conjugate symbols
are omitted for simplicity. The direct stop production begins with a top squark-antisquark pair.
Results are also interpreted in an alternative model where a spin-0 mediator is produced
in association with top quarks and subsequently decays into a pair of DM particles.
Searches for direct ~t1 pair production were previously reported by the ATLAS [34{38]
and CMS [39{54] collaborations, as well as by the CDF and D collaborations (for exam-
ple [55, 56]) and the LEP collaborations [57]. The exclusion limits obtained by previous
ATLAS searches for stop models with massless neutralinos reach  950 GeV for direct two-
body decays ~t1 ! t~01,  560 GeV for the three-body process ~t1 ! bW ~01, and  400 GeV
for four-body decays ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01, all at the 95% condence level. Searches for spin-0 me-
diators decaying into a pair of DM particles and produced in association with heavy-avour
quarks have also been reported with zero or two leptons in the nal state by the ATLAS
collaboration [58], and by the CMS collaboration [41, 59].
2 Search strategy
2.1 Signal models
The experimental signatures of stop pair production can vary dramatically, depending on
the spectrum of low-mass SUSY particles. Figure 1 illustrates two typical stop signatures:
~t1 ! t~01 and ~t1 ! b~1 . Other decay and production modes such as ~t1 ! t~02 and ~t1 ! t~03,
and sbottom direct pair production are also considered. The analysis attempts to probe a
broad range of possible scenarios, taking the approach of dening dedicated search regions
to target specic but representative SUSY models. The phenomenology of each model
is largely driven by the composition of its lightest sparticles, which are considered to be
some combination of the electroweakinos. In practice, this means that the most important
parameters of the SUSY models considered are the masses of the electroweakinos and of
the colour-charged third-generation sparticles.
In this search, the targeted signal scenarios are either simplied models [60{62], in
which the masses of all sparticles are set to high values except for the few sparticles in-
volved in the decay chain of interest, or models based on the phenomenological MSSM
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(pMSSM) [63, 64], in which all of the 19 pMSSM parameters are set to xed values, except
for two which are scanned. The set of models used are chosen to give a broad coverage of
the possible stop decay patterns and phenomenology that can be realised in the MSSM,
in order to best demonstrate the sensitivity of the search for direct stop production. The
simplied models used are designed with a goal of covering distinct phenomenologically
dierent regions of pMSSM parameter space.
The pMSSM parameters mtR and mq3L specify the ~tR and ~tL soft mass terms, with the
smaller of the two controlling the ~t1 mass. In models where the ~t1 is primarily composed of
~tL, the production of light sbottoms (
~b1) with a similar mass is also considered. The mass
spectrum of electroweakinos and the gluino is given by the running mass parameters M1,
M2, M3, and , which set the masses of the bino, wino, gluino, and higgsino, respectively.
If the mass parameters, M1, M2, and , are comparably small, the physical LSP is a mixed
state, composed of multiple electroweakinos. Other relevant pMSSM parameters include
, which gives the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the up- and down-type Higgs
bosons inuencing the preferred decays of the stop, the SUSY breaking scale (MS) dened
as MS =
p
m~t1
m~t2
, and the top-quark trilinear coupling (At). In addition, a maximal
~tL{~tR mixing condition, Xt=MS 
p
6 (where Xt = At   = tan), is assumed to obtain a
low-mass stop (~t1) while the models remain consistent with the observed Higgs boson mass
of 125 GeV [5, 6].
In this search, four scenarios4 are considered, where each signal scenario is dened
by the nature of the LSP and the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP): (a)
pure bino LSP, (b) bino LSP with a light wino NLSP, (c) higgsino LSP, and (d) mixed
bino/higgsino LSP, which are detailed below with the corresponding sparticle mass spectra
illustrated in gure 2. Complementary searches target scenarios where the LSP is a pure
wino (yielding a disappearing track signature [65, 66] common in anomaly-mediated mod-
els [67, 68] of SUSY breaking) as well as other LSP hypotheses (such as gauge-mediated
models [69{71]), which are not discussed further.
(a) Pure bino LSP model:
A simplied model is considered for the scenario where the only light sparticles are
the stop (composed mainly of ~tR) and the lightest neutralino. When the stop mass is
greater than the sum of the top quark and LSP masses, the dominant decay channel
is via ~t1 ! t~01. If this decay is kinematically disallowed, the stop can undergo a
three-body decay, ~t1 ! bW ~01, when the stop mass is above the sum of masses of
the bottom quark, W boson, and ~
0
1. Otherwise the decay proceeds via a four-body
process, ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01, where f and f 0 are two distinct fermions, or via a avour-
changing neutral current (FCNC) process, such as the loop-suppressed ~t1 ! c~01.
Given the very dierent nal state, the FCNC decay is not considered further in this
search, and therefore a 100% branching ratio (BR) to ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 is assumed. For
very small splittings between the stop and neutralino masses the stop lifetime can
become signicant [72]. In the simplied model considered in this paper the stop is
4For the higgsino LSP scenarios, three sets of model assumptions are considered, each giving rise to
dierent stop BRs for ~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~01, and ~t1 ! t~02.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the sparticle mass spectrum for various LSP scenarios: a) pure bino LSP,
b) wino NLSP, c) higgsino LSP, and d) bino/higgsino mixed LSP. The ~t1 and
~b1, shown as black
lines, decay into various electroweakino states: the bino state (red lines), wino state (blue lines),
or higgsino state (green lines), possibly with the subsequent decay into the LSP. The light sbottom
(~b1) is considered only for pMSSM models with mq3L < mtR.
always assumed to decay promptly, regardless of the mass splitting. The various ~t1
decay modes in this scenario are illustrated in gure 3. The region of phase space
along the line of m~t1
= m~01 +mtop is especially challenging to target because of the
similarity of the stop signature to the tt process, and is referred to in the following
as the `diagonal region'.
(b) Wino NLSP model:
A pMSSM model is designed such that a wino-like chargino ( ~

1 ) and neutralino (~
0
2)
are mass-degenerate, with the bino as the LSP. This scenario is motivated by models
with gauge unication at the GUT scale such as the cMSSM or mSugra [73{75],
where M2 is assumed to be twice as large as M1, leading to the ~

1 and ~
0
2 having
masses nearly twice as large as that of the bino-like LSP.
In this scenario, additional decay modes for the stop (composed mainly of ~tL) be-
come relevant, such as the decay into a bottom quark and the lightest chargino
(~t1 ! b~1 ) or the decay into a top quark and the second neutralino (~t1 ! t~02). The
~1 and ~
0
2 subsequently decay into ~
0
1 via emission of a (potentially o-shell) W
boson or Z/Higgs (h) boson, respectively. The ~t1 ! b~1 decay is considered for a
chargino mass above about 100 GeV since the LEP limit on the lightest chargino is
m~1
> 103:5 GeV [76].
An additional ~t1 ! b~1 decay signal model (simplied model) is designed, motivated
by a scenario with nearly equal masses of the ~t1and ~

1 . The model considered as-
sumes the mass-splitting between the ~t1 and ~

1 , m(~t1; ~

1 ) = 10 GeV and that the
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Figure 3. Illustration of the preferred stop decay modes in the plane spanned by the masses of the
stop (~t1) and the lightest neutralino (~
0
1), where the latter is assumed to be the lightest supersym-
metric particle. Stop decays into supersymmetric particles other than the lightest supersymmetric
particle are not displayed.
top squark decays via the process ~t1 ! b~1 with a BR of 100%. In this scenario,
the jets originating from the bottom quarks are too low in energy (soft) to be recon-
structed and hence the signature is characterised by large EmissT and no jets initiated
by bottom quarks (referred to as b-jets).
(c) Higgsino LSP model:
`Natural' models of SUSY [23, 24, 77] suggest low-mass stops and a higgsino-like LSP.
In such scenarios, a typical m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) varies between a few hundred MeV to several
tens of GeV depending mainly on the mass relations amongst the electroweakinos.
For this analysis, a simplied model is designed for various m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) of up to
30 GeV satisfying the mass relation as follows:
m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) = 0:5m(~02; ~01):
The stop decays into either b~

1 , t~
0
1, or t~
0
2, followed by the ~

1 and ~
0
2 decay through
the emission of a highly o-shell W=Z boson. Hence the signature is characterised by
low-momentum leptons or jets from o-shell W=Z bosons, and the analysis benets
from reconstructing low-momentum leptons (referred to as soft leptons). The stop
decay BR strongly depends on the ~tR and ~tL composition of the stop. Stops composed
mainly of ~tR have a large B(~t1 ! b~

1 ), whereas stops composed mainly of ~tL have
a large B(~t1 ! t~01) or B(~t1 ! t~02). In this search, the three cases are considered
separately: ~t1  ~tR, ~t1  ~tL, and a case in which the stop decays democratically into
the three decay modes.
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Figure 4. A representative Feynman diagram for spin-0 mediator production. The /a is the
scalar/pseudoscalar mediator, which decays into a pair of dark-matter () particles.
(d) Bino/higgsino mix model:
The `well-tempered neutralino' [78] scenario seeks to provide a viable dark-matter
candidate while simultaneously addressing the problem of naturalness by targeting
an LSP that is an admixture of bino and higgsino. The mass spectrum of the elec-
troweakinos (higgsinos and bino) is expected to be slightly compressed, with a typical
mass-splitting between the bino and higgsino states of 20{50 GeV. A pMSSM signal
model is designed such that only a low level of ne-tuning [23, 79] of the pMSSM
parameters is needed and the annihilation rate of neutralinos is consistent with the
observed dark-matter relic density5 (0:10 < 
H20 < 0:12) [80].
The nal state produced by many of the models described above is consistent with a tt+
EmissT nal state. Exploiting the similarity, signal models with a spin-0 mediator decaying
into dark-matter particles produced in association with tt are also studied assuming either
a scalar () or a pseudoscalar (a) mediator [58, 81]. An example diagram for this process
is shown in gure 4.
2.2 Analysis strategy
The search presented is based on 16 dedicated analyses that target the various scenarios
mentioned above. Each of these analyses corresponds to a set of event selection criteria,
referred to as a signal region (SR), and is optimised to target one or more signal scenarios.
Two dierent analysis techniques are employed in the denition of the SRs, which are
referred to as `cut-and-count' and `shape-t'. The former is based on counting events in a
single region of phase space, and is employed in the 16 analyses. The latter is used in some
SRs in addition to the `cut-and-count` technique and employs SRs split into multiple bins
in a specic discriminating kinematic variable, that can cover a range that is larger than the
`cut-and-count' SR. By utilising dierent signal-to-background ratios in the various bins,
5The quantities 
 and H0 are the density parameter and Hubble constant, respectively.
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the search sensitivity is enhanced in challenging scenarios where it is particularly dicult
to separate signal from background.
The main background processes after the signal selections include tt, single-top Wt,
tt+Z(! ), and W+jets. Each of those SM processes are estimated by building dedicated
control regions (CRs) enhanced in each of the processes, making the analysis more robust
against potential mis-modelling eects in simulated events and reducing the uncertainties
in the background estimates. The backgrounds are then simultaneously normalised in data
using a likelihood t for each SR with its associated CRs. The background modelling as
predicted by the ts is tested in a series of validation regions (VRs).
3 ATLAS detector and data collection
The ATLAS detector [82] is a multipurpose particle physics detector with nearly 4 cover-
age in solid angle around the collision point.6 It consists of an inner tracking detector (ID),
surrounded by a superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic eld, a system
of calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS) incorporating three large superconducting
toroid magnets.
The ID provides charged-particle tracking in the range jj < 2:5. During the LHC
shutdown between Run 1 (2010{2012) and Run 2 (2015{2018), a new innermost layer of
silicon pixels was added [83], which improves the track impact parameter resolution, vertex
position resolution and b-tagging performance [84].
High-granularity electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters cover the region jj < 4:9.
The central hadronic calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter with scintillator tiles as the
active medium and steel absorbers. All the electromagnetic calorimeters, as well as the
endcap and forward hadronic calorimeters, are sampling calorimeters with liquid argon as
the active medium and lead, copper, or tungsten absorbers. The MS consists of three layers
of high-precision tracking chambers with coverage up to jj = 2:7 and dedicated chambers
for triggering in the region jj < 2:4. Events are selected by a two-level trigger system [85]:
the rst level is a hardware-based system and the second is a software-based system.
This analysis is based on a dataset collected in 2015 and 2016 at a collision energy ofp
s = 13 TeV. The data contain an average number of simultaneous pp interactions per
bunch crossing, or \pile-up", of approximately 23.7 across the two years. After the ap-
plication of beam, detector and data-quality requirements, the total integrated luminosity
is 36.1 fb−1 with an associated uncertainty of 3.2%. The uncertainty is derived following
a methodology similar to that detailed in ref. [86] from a preliminary calibration of the
luminosity scale using a pair of x{y beam separation scans performed in August 2015 and
June 2016.
6ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in
the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r; ) are used in the transverse
plane,  being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is dened in terms of the polar
angle  as  =   ln tan(=2). Angular distance is measured in units of R  p()2 + ()2. The
transverse momentum, pT, is dened with respect to the beam axis (x{y plane).
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Process ME event generator ME PDF PS and UE tune Cross-section
hadronisation calculation
tt Powheg-Box v2 [87] CT10 [88] Pythia 6 [89] P2012 [90] NNLO+NNLL [91{96]
Single-top
t-channel Powheg-Box v1 CT104f Pythia 6 P2012 NNLO+NNLL [97]
s- and Wt-channel Powheg-Box v2 CT10 Pythia 6 P2012 NNLO+NNLL [98, 99]
V+jets (V = W=Z) Sherpa 2.2.0 [100] NNPDF3.0 [101] Sherpa Default NNLO [102]
Diboson Sherpa 2.1.1{2.2.1 CT10/NNPDF3.0 Sherpa Default NLO
tt+ V MG5 aMC@NLO 2.2.2 [103] NNPDF3.0 Pythia 8 [104] A14 [105] NLO [103]
SUSY signal MG5 aMC@NLO 2.2{2.4 NNPDF2.3 [106] Pythia 8 A14 NLO+NLL [107]
DM signal MG5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 NNPDF2.3 Pythia 8 A14 NLO
Table 1. Overview of the nominal simulated samples.
The events were primarily recorded with a trigger logic that accepts events with
EmissT above a given threshold. The trigger is fully ecient for events passing an oine-
reconstructed EmissT > 230 GeV requirement, which is the minimum requirement deployed
in the signal regions and control regions relying on the EmissT triggers. To recover acceptance
for signals with moderate EmissT , events having a well-identied lepton with a minimum pT
at trigger level are also accepted for several selections. Events in which the oine re-
constructed EmissT is measured to be less than 230 GeV are collected using single-lepton
triggers, where the thresholds are set to obtain a constant eciency as a function of the
lepton pT of 90% (80%) for electrons (muons).
4 Simulated event samples
Samples of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are used for the description of the SM
background processes and to model the signals. Details of the simulation samples used,
including the matrix element (ME) event generator and parton distribution function (PDF)
set, the parton shower (PS) and hadronisation model, the set of tuned parameters (tune) for
the underlying event (UE) and the order of the cross-section calculation, are summarised
in table 1.
The samples produced with MG5 aMC@NLO [103] and Powheg-Box [87, 108{111]
used EvtGen v1.2.0 [112] for the modelling of b-hadron decays. The signal samples were
all processed with a fast simulation [113], whereas all background samples were processed
with the full simulation of the ATLAS detector [113] based on GEANT4 [114]. All samples
were produced with varying numbers of minimum-bias interactions overlaid on the hard-
scattering event to simulate the eect of multiple pp interactions in the same or nearby
bunch crossings. The number of interactions per bunch crossing was reweighted to match
the distribution in data.
4.1 Background samples
The nominal tt sample and single-top sample cross-sections were calculated to next-to-
next-to-leading order (NNLO) with the resummation of soft gluon emission at next-
to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL) accuracy and were generated with Powheg-Box
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(NLO) interfaced to Pythia6 for parton showering and hadronisation. Additional tt sam-
ples were generated with MG5 aMC@NLO (NLO)+Pythia8, Sherpa, and Powheg-
Box+Herwig++ [115, 116] for modelling comparisons and evaluation of systematic
uncertainties.
Additional samples for WWbb, Wt+ b, and tt were generated with MG5 aMC@NLO
leading order (LO) interfaced to Pythia8, in order to assess the eect of interference
between the singly and doubly resonant processes as a part of the Wt theoretical modelling
systematic uncertainty.
Samples for W+ jets, Z + jets and diboson production were generated with Sherpa
2.2.0 [100] (and Sherpa 2.1.1{2.2.1 for the latter) using Comix [117] and OpenLoops [118],
and merged with the Sherpa parton shower [119] using the ME+PS@NLO prescrip-
tion [120]. The NNPDF30 PDF set [101] was used in conjunction with a dedicated parton
shower tuning developed by the Sherpa authors. The W=Z + jets events were further
normalised with the NNLO cross-sections.
The tt+V samples were generated with MG5 aMC@NLO (NLO) interfaced to Pythia8
for parton showering and hadronisation. Sherpa (NLO) samples were used to evaluate
the systematic uncertainties related to the modelling of tt+ V production.
More details of the tt, W+ jets, Z + jets, diboson and tt+ V samples can be found in
refs. [121{124].
4.2 Signal samples
Signal SUSY samples were generated at leading order (LO) with MG5 aMC@NLO in-
cluding up to two extra partons, and interfaced to Pythia8 for parton showering and
hadronisation. For the pMSSM models, the sparticle mass spectra were calculated
using Softsusy 3.7.3 [125, 126]. The output mass spectrum was then interfaced to
HDECAY 3.4 [127] and SDECAY 1.5/1.5a [128] to generate decay tables for each of the
sparticles. The decays of the ~
0
2 and ~

1 via highly o-shell W=Z bosons were computed
by taking into account the mass of  leptons and charm quarks in the low m(~

1 =~
0
2; ~
0
1)
regime. For all models considered the decays of SUSY particles are prompt. The details
of the various simulated samples in the four LSP scenarios targeted are given below. The
input parameters for the pMSSM models are summarised in table 2.
(a) Pure bino LSP:
For the ~t1 ! t~01 samples, the stop was decayed in Pythia8 using only phase space
considerations and not the full matrix element. Since the decay products of the
samples generated did not preserve spin information, a polarisation reweighting was
applied7 following refs. [129, 130]. For the ~t1 ! bW ~01 and ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 samples, the
stop was decayed with MadSpin [131], interfaced to Pythia8. MadSpin emulates
kinematic distributions such as the mass of the bW system to a good approximation
without calculating the full ME. For the MadSpin samples, the stop was assumed to
be composed mainly of ~tR(70%), consistent with the ~t1 ! t~01 samples.
7A value of cost = 0:553 is assumed, corresponding to a ~t1 composed mainly of ~tR(70%)
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(b) Wino NLSP:
In the wino NLSP model, the ~t1 was assumed to be composed mainly of ~tL (i.e.
mq3L < mtR). The stop was decayed according to B(~t1 ! b~1 )  66%, or
B(~t1 ! t~02)  33%, followed by ~1 and ~02 decays into the LSP, in a large frac-
tion of the phase space. Since the coupling of ~tL to the wino states is larger than the
one to the bino state, the stop decay into the bino state (~t1 ! t~01) is suppressed.
The branching ratio (BR) can be signicantly dierent in the regions of phase space
where one of the decays is kinematically inaccessible. In the case that a mass-splitting
between the ~t1 and ~
0
2 is smaller than the top-quark mass (m(~t1; ~
0
2) < mtop), for
instance, the ~t1 ! t~02 decay is suppressed, while the ~t1 ! b~1 decay is enhanced.
Similarly, the ~t1 ! b~1 decay is suppressed near the boundary of m~t1 = mb + m~1
while the ~t1 ! t~01 decay is enhanced.
The signal model was constructed by performing a two-dimensional scan of the
pMSSM parameters M1 and mq3L. For the models considered, M3 = 2.2 TeV and
MS = 1.2 TeV were assumed in order for the produced models to evade the current
gluino and stop mass limits [39{46, 132{137].
The ~
0
2 decay modes are very sensitive to the sign of . The ~
0
2 decays into the
lightest Higgs boson and the LSP (with B(~02 ! h~01)  95%) if  > 0 and decays
into a Z boson and the LSP (with B(~02 ! Z ~01)  75%) if  < 0. Hence, the two 
scenarios were considered separately.8
Both the stop and sbottom pair production modes were included. The stop and
sbottom masses are roughly the same since they are both closely related to mq3L.
The sbottom decays largely via ~b1 ! t~1 and ~b1 ! b~02 with a similar BR as for
~t1 ! b~1 and ~t1 ! t~02, respectively.
(c) Higgsino LSP:
For the higgsino LSP case, a simplied model was built. Similar input parameters
to those of the wino NLSP pMSSM model were assumed when evaluating the stop
decay branching ratios, except for the electroweakino mass parameters, M1, M2, and
. These mass parameters were changed to satisfy M1;M2.
The stop decay BR in scenarios with mtR < mq3L were found to be  50% for
B(~t1 ! b~1 ) and  25% for both B(~t1 ! t~01) and B(~t1 ! t~02), independent
of tan. On the other hand, in scenarios with mq3L < mtR and tan = 20, the
B(~t1 ! b~1 ) was suppressed to  10% while B(~t1 ! t~01) and B(~t1 ! t~02) were
each increased to  45%. A third scenario with tan  = 60 and mq3L <mtR was
also studied. In this scenario, the stop BR was found to be  33% for each of the
three decay modes. The ~

1 and ~
0
2 subsequently decayed into the ~
0
1 via a highly
8When the ~
0
2 decay into the LSP via Z/Higgs boson is kinematically suppressed, the decay is instead
determined by the LSP coupling to squarks. In the low-mq3L scenario considered, the decay via a virtual
sbottom becomes dominant due to the large sbottom-bottom-LSP coupling, resulting in a ~
0
2 ! bb~01 decay
with a branching ratio up to 95%.
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o-shell W=Z boson. The exact decay BR of ~

1 and ~
0
2 depend on the size of
the mass-splitting amongst the triplet of higgsino states. For the baseline model,
m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) = 5 GeV and m(~
0
2; ~
0
1) = 10 GeV were assumed, which roughly cor-
responds to M1 = M2  1:2{1:5 TeV. An additional signal model with m(~1 ; ~01)
varying between 0 and 30 GeV was also considered.
In the signal generation, the stop decay BR was set to 33% for each of the three
decay modes (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~02, ~t1 ! t~01). The polarisation and stop BR
were reweighted to match the BR described above for each scenario. Samples were
simulated down to m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) = 2 GeV for the m scan. The ~t1 ! t~01 samples
generated for the pure bino scenario were used in the region below 2 GeV, scaling the
cross section by
B(~t1 ! t~01) + B(~t1 ! t~02)2, under the assumption that the decay
products from ~

1 and ~
0
2 are too soft to be reconstructed.
(d) Bino/higgsino mix:
For the well-tempered neutralino, the signal model was built in a similar manner to
the wino NLSP model. Signals were generated by scanning in M1 and mq3L parameter
space, with tan  = 20, M2 = 2:0 TeV and M3 = 1:8 TeV (corresponding to a gluino
mass of  2:0 TeV).9 The value of MS was varied in the range of 700{1300 GeV in
the large ~tL{~tR mixing regime in order for the lightest Higgs boson to have a mass
consistent with the observed mass. Since the dark-matter relic density is very sensitive
to the mass-splitting m(;M1),  was chosen to satisfy 0:10 < 
H
2
0 < 0:12 given
the value of M1 considered (  M1), which resulted in m(;M1) = 20{50 GeV.
The dark-matter relic density was computed using MicrOMEGAs 4.3.1f [138, 139].
Softsusy-3.3.3 was used to evaluate the level of ne-tuning () [23] of the pMSSM
parameters. The signal models were required to have a low level of ne-tuning cor-
responding to  < 100 (at most 1% ne-tuning).
For scenarios with mtR <mq3L, only stop pair production was considered while both
stop and sbottom pair production were considered in scenarios with mtR >mq3L. The
sbottom mass was found to be close to the stop mass as they were both determined
mainly by mq3L. The stop and sbottom decay largely into a higgsino state, ~

1 , ~
0
2,
and ~
0
3 with BR similar to those of the higgsino models. The stop and sbottom decay
BR to the bino state were found to be small.
Signal cross-sections for stop/sbottom pair production were calculated to next-to-
leading order in the strong coupling constant, adding the resummation of soft gluon emis-
sion at next-to-leading-logarithm accuracy (NLO+NLL) [140{142]. The nominal cross-
section and the uncertainty were taken from an envelope of cross-section predictions using
dierent PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales, as described in ref. [107].
Signal events for the spin-0 mediator model were generated with MG5 aMC@NLO
(LO) with up to one additional parton, interfaced to Pythia8. The couplings of the
9The light sbottom and/or stop become tachyonic when their radiative corrections are large in the low-
mq3L regime, as the correction to squark masses is proportional to (M3/mq3L)
2, which can change the sign
of the physical mass. This was an important consideration when choosing the value of M3.
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Scenario Wino NLSP Higgsino LSP Bino/higgsino mix
Models pMSSM simplied pMSSM
Mixing parameters Xt=MS 
p
6
tan 20 20 or 60 20
MS [TeV] 0.9{1.2 1.2 0.7{1.3
M3 [TeV] 2.2 2.2 1.8
Scanned mass parameters (M1, mq3L) (, mq3L/mtR) (M1, mq3L/mtR)
Electroweakino masses [TeV]  = 3:0 M2 = M1 = 1:5 M2 = 2:0
M2 = 2M1  jj M1 = M2 M1   , M1 < M2
Additional requirements { { 0:10 < 
H20 < 0:12
{ {  < 100
Sbottom pair production considered { considered
~t1 decay modes and their BR [%] ~t1  ~tL (a) / (b) / (c) (a) / (b)
~t1 ! t~01 < 5  25/ 45/ 33 < 10/< 10
~t1 ! b~1  65  50/ 10/ 33  50/ 10
~t1 ! t~02  30  25/ 45/ 33  20/ 40
~t1 ! t~03 { {  20/ 40
~b1decay modes and their BR [%]
~b1  ~tL { ~b1  ~bL
~b1 ! b~01 < 5 { < 5
~b1 ! t~1  65 {  85
~b1 ! b~02  30 { < 5
~b1 ! b~03 { { < 5
Table 2. Overview of the input parameters and typical stop decay branching ratios (BR) for the
signal models. Lists of mass parameters scanned are provided in between parentheses. The pMSSM
mass parameters that are not shown below were set to values above 3 TeV. The table represents
seven dierent models that are used in the interpretation of the results (two for the wino NLSP, three
for the higgsino LSP, and two for the bino/higgsino admixture). For the higgsino LSP scenarios,
a simplied model is used instead of a pMSSM model, although the stop decay BR are based on
pMSSM scans with the parameters shown in the table. For the higgsino and bino/higgsino mix
scenarios, the stop decay BR change depending on the ~tL{~tR composition of the ~t1, hence the BR
for various scenarios corresponding to (a) ~t1  ~tR and (b) ~t1  ~tL (and (c) ~t1  ~tL with tan  = 60
in the higgsino model) are shown separately. For the wino NLSP model, only the ~t1  ~tL scenario
is considered. Sbottom pair production is also considered where ~b1  ~bL for the wino NLSP and
bino/higgsino mix scenarios.
mediator to the DM and SM particles (g and gv) were assumed to be equal and a common
coupling with value g = g = gv = 1 is used. The kinematics of the decay was found not
to depend strongly on the values of these couplings. The cross-section was computed at
NLO [143, 144] and decreased signicantly when the mediator was produced o-shell.
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5 Event reconstruction
Events used in the analysis must satisfy a series of beam, detector and data-quality criteria.
The primary vertex, dened as the reconstructed vertex with the highest
P
tracks p
2
T, must
have at least two associated tracks with pT > 400 MeV.
Depending on the quality and kinematic requirements imposed, reconstructed physics
objects are labelled either as baseline or signal , where the latter describes a subset of
the former. Baseline objects are used when classifying overlapping physics objects and to
compute the missing transverse momentum. Baseline leptons (electrons and muons) are
also used to impose a veto on events with more than one lepton, which suppresses back-
ground contibutions from tt and Wt production where both W -bosons decay leptonically,
referred to as dileptonic tt or Wt events. Signal objects are used to construct kinematic
and multiplicity discriminating variables needed for the event selection.
Electron candidates are reconstructed from electromagnetic calorimeter cell clusters
that are matched to ID tracks. Baseline electrons are required to have pT > 5 GeV,
jj < 2:47, and to satisfy `VeryLoose' likelihood identication criteria that are dened
following the methodology described in ref. [145]. Signal electrons must pass all baseline
requirements and in addition satisfy the `LooseAndBLayer' or `Tight' likelihood identi-
cation criteria depending on the signal region selection, and are classied as `loose' or
`tight' signal electrons, respectively. They must also have a transverse impact parameter
evaluated at the point of closest approach between the track and the beam axis in the
transverse plane (d0) that satises jd0j=d0 < 5, where d0 is the uncertainty in d0, and the
distance from this point to the primary vertex along the beam direction (z0) must satisfy
jz0 sin j < 0:5 mm. Furthermore, lepton isolation, dened as the sum of the transverse en-
ergy deposited in a cone with a certain size R excluding the energy of the lepton itself, is
required. The isolation criteria for `loose' electrons use only track-based information, while
the `tight' electron isolation criteria rely on both track- and calorimeter-based information
with a xed requirement on the isolation energy divided by the electron's pT.
Muon candidates are reconstructed from combined tracks that are formed from ID and
MS tracks, ID tracks matched to MS track segments, stand-alone MS tracks, or ID tracks
matched to an energy deposit in the calorimeter compatible with a minimum-ionising par-
ticle (referred to as calo-tagged muon) [146]. Baseline muons up to jj = 2:7 are used
and they are required to have pT > 4 GeV and to satisfy the `Loose' identication criteria.
Signal muons must pass all baseline requirements and in addition have impact parame-
ters jz0 sin j < 0:5 mm and jd0j=d0 < 3, and satisfy the `Medium' identication criteria.
Furthermore, signal muons must be isolated according to criteria similar to those used for
signal electrons, but with a xed requirement on track-based isolation energy divided by
the muon's pT. No separation into `loose' and `tight' classes is performed for signal muons.
Dedicated scale factors for the requirements of identication, impact parameters, and
isolation are derived from Z ! `` and J=	! `` data samples for electrons and muons to
correct for minor mis-modelling in the MC samples [146, 147]. The pT thresholds of signal
leptons are raised to 25 GeV for electrons and muons in all signal regions except those that
target higgsino LSP scenarios.
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Jet candidates are built from topological clusters [148, 149] in the calorimeters using
the anti-kt algorithm [150] with a jet radius parameter R = 0:4 implemented in the Fast-
Jet package [151]. Jets are corrected for contamination from pile-up using the jet area
method [152{154] and are then calibrated to account for the detector response [155, 156].
Jets in data are further calibrated according to in situ measurements of the jet energy
scale [156]. Baseline jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV. Signal jets must have
pT > 25 GeV and jj < 2:5. Furthermore, signal jets with pT < 60 GeV and jj < 2:4
are required to satisfy track-based criteria designed to reject jets originating from pile-
up [154]. Events containing a jet that does not pass specic jet quality requirements (\jet
cleaning") are vetoed from the analysis in order to suppress detector noise and non-collision
backgrounds [157, 158].
Jets containing b-hadrons are identied using the MV2c10 b-tagging algorithm (and
those identied are referred to as b-tagged jets), which incorporates quantities such as the
impact parameters of associated tracks and reconstructed secondary vertices [84, 159]. The
algorithm is used at a working point that provides a 77% b-tagging eciency in simulated
tt events, and corresponds to a rejection factor of about 130 for jets originating from
gluons and light-avour quarks (light jets) and about 6 for jets induced by charm quarks.
Corrections derived from data control samples are applied to account for dierences between
data and simulation for the eciency and mis-tag rate of the b-tagging algorithm [159].
Jets and associated tracks are also used to identify hadronically decaying  leptons
using the `Loose' identication criteria described in refs. [156, 160], which have a 60% (50%)
eciency for reconstructing  leptons decaying into one (three) charged pions. These 
candidates are required to have one or three associated tracks, with total electric charge
opposite to that of the selected electron or muon, pT > 20 GeV, and jj < 2:5. The 
candidate pT requirement is applied after a dedicated energy calibration [156, 160].
To avoid labelling the same detector signature as more than one object, an overlap
removal procedure is applied. Table 3 summarises the procedure. Given a set of baseline ob-
jects, the procedure checks for overlap based on either a shared track, ghost-matching [153],
or a minimum distance10 R between pairs of objects. For example, if a baseline electron
and a baseline jet are separated by R < 0:2, then the electron is retained (as stated in
the `Precedence' row) and the jet is discarded, unless the jet is b-tagged (as stated in the
`Condition' row) in which case the electron is assumed to originate from a heavy-avour
decay and is hence discarded while the jet is retained. If the matching requirement in
table 3 is not met, then both objects under consideration are kept. The order of the steps
in the procedure is given by the columns in table 3, which are executed from left to right.
The second (ej) and the third (j) steps of the procedure ensure that leptons and jets have
a minimum R separation of 0:2. Jets overlapping with muons that satisfy one or more
of the following conditions are not considered in the third step: the jet is b-tagged, the jet
contains more than three tracks (njtrack > 3), or the ratio of muon pT to jet pT satises
pT=p
j
T < 0:7. Therefore, the fourth step (`j) is applied only to the jets that satisfy the
10Rapidity (y  1=2 ln (E + pz=E   pz)) is used instead of pseudorapidity () when computing R in
the overlap removal procedure.
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Object 1 e e  j e
Object 2  j j ` 
Matching
criteria
shared track R < 0:2 ghost-matched R < min

0:4; 0:04 + 10
p`T=GeV

R < 0:1
Condition calo-tagged  j not b-tagged
j not b-tagged and
njtrack < 3 or
pT
pjT
> 0:7

{ {
Precedence e e  j e
Table 3. Overlap removal procedure for physics objects. The rst two rows list the types of
overlapping objects: electron (e), muon (), electron or muon (`), jet (j), and hadronically decaying
 lepton (). All objects refer to the baseline denitions, except for  where no distinction between
baseline and signal denition is made. The third row species when an object pair is considered to
be overlapping. The fourth row describes an optional condition which must also be met for the pair
of objects to be considered overlapping. The last row lists the object given precedence. Object 1 is
retained and Object 2 is discarded if the condition is not met, and vice versa. More information is
given in the text.
above criteria or that are well separated from leptons with R > 0:2. For the remain-
der of the paper, all baseline and signal objects are those that have passed the overlap
removal procedure.
The missing transverse momentum is reconstructed from the negative vector sum of
the transverse momenta of baseline electrons, muons, jets, and a soft term built from high-
quality tracks that are associated with the primary vertex but not with the baseline physics
objects [161, 162]. Photons and hadronically decaying  leptons are not explicitly included
but enter either as jets, electrons, or via the soft term.
6 Discriminating variables
The background processes contributing to a nal state with one isolated lepton, jets and
EmissT are primarily semileptonic tt events with one of the W bosons from two top quarks
decaying leptonically, and W+jets events with a leptonic decay of the W boson. Both back-
grounds can be eectively reduced by requiring the transverse mass of the event, mT,
11
to be larger than the W -boson mass. In most signal regions, the dominant background
after this requirement arises from dileptonic tt events, in which one lepton is not identi-
ed, is outside the detector acceptance, or is a hadronically decaying  lepton. On the
other hand, the mT selection is not applied in the signal regions targeting the higgsino
LSP scenarios, hence the background is dominated by semileptonic tt events. A series of
additional variables described below are used to discriminate between the tt background
and the signal processes.
11The transverse mass mT is dened as m
2
T = 2p
`
TE
miss
T [1   cos()], where  is the azimuthal an-
gle between the lepton and missing transverse momentum directions. The quantity p`T is the transverse
momentum of the charged lepton.
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Figure 5. Distributions of discriminating variables: (left) amT2 and (right) H
miss
T;sig after the high-
EmissT preselection shown in table 4 and mT > 120 GeV. In addition to the SM background predic-
tion, a bino LSP signal model is shown for a stop mass of 1 TeV, with a neutralino mass of 1 GeV,
in the upper panel this component is scaled up by a factor of 160 (left) or 30 (right) for visibility.
The tt 2L and tt 1L in the legend refer to dileptonic and semileptonic tt, respectively. The lower
panels show the ratio of data to total SM background and the ratio of expected signal to total SM
background. The category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute less
than 5% of the total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the
hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin
contains overows.
6.1 Common discriminating variables
The asymmetric mT2 (amT2) [163{166] and m

T2 are both variants of the variable mT2 [167],
a generalisation of the transverse mass applied to signatures where two particles are not
directly detected. The amT2 variable targets dileptonic tt events where one lepton is not
reconstructed, while the mT2 variable targets tt events where one of the two W bosons
decays via a hadronically decaying  lepton. In addition, the HmissT;sig variable is used in
some signal regions to reject background processes without invisible particles in the nal
state. It is dened as:
HmissT;sig =
j ~HmissT j  M
j ~HmissT j
;
where ~HmissT is the negative vectorial sum of the momenta of the signal jets and signal
lepton. The denominator is computed from the per-event jet energy uncertainties, while the
lepton is assumed to be well measured. The oset parameter M , which is a characteristic
scale of the background processes, is xed at 100 GeV in this analysis. These variables are
detailed in ref. [168]. Figure 5 shows distributions of the amT2 and H
miss
T;sig variables.
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Reconstructing the hadronic top-quark decay (top-tagging) can provide additional dis-
crimination against dileptonic tt events, which do not contain a hadronically decaying top
quark. In events where the top quark is produced with moderate pT, a 
2 technique is
used to reconstruct candidate hadronic top-quark decays. For every selected event with
four jets of which at least one is b-tagged, the mtop variable is dened as the invariant mass
of the three jets in the event most compatible with the hadronic decay products of a top
quark. The three jets are selected by a 2 minimisation using the jet momenta and energy
resolutions, and they have to contain exactly one b-tagged jet.
After reconstructing the hadronic top-quark decay through the 2 minimisation, the
remaining b-tagged jet12 is paired with the lepton to reconstruct the semileptonically de-
caying top quark candidate (leptonic top quark). Based on these objects, the azimuthal
separation between the pT of hadronic and of leptonic top-quark candidates, (t

had; t

lep)
and between the missing transverse momentum vector and the pT of hadronic top-quark
candidate, (~pmissT ; t

had), are dened.
An alternative top-tagging method is used to target events where the top quark is
produced with a signicant boost. The top-quark candidates are reconstructed by con-
sidering all small-radius jets in the event and clustering them into large-radius jets using
the anti-kt algorithm with a radius parameter R0 = 3:0. The radius of each jet is then
iteratively reduced to an optimal radius, R(pT) = 2 mtop=pT, that matches their pT. If
a candidate loses a large fraction of its pT in the shrinking process, it is discarded.
13 In
events where two or more top-quark candidates are found, the one with the mass closest to
the top-quark mass is taken. The same algorithm is also used to dene boosted hadronic
W -boson candidates, where only non-b-tagged jets are considered, and the mass of the W
boson is used to dene the optimal radius. The masses of the reclustered top-quark and
W -boson candidates are referred to as mreclusteredtop and m
reclustered
W , respectively.
The ~pmissT in semileptonic tt events is expected to be closely aligned with the direction
of the leptonic top quark. After boosting the leptonic top-quark candidate and the ~pmissT
into the tt rest frame, computed from thad and t

lep, the magnitude of the perpendicular
component of the ~pmissT with respect to the leptonic top quark is computed. This E
miss
T;? is
expected to be small for the background, as the dominant contribution to the total EmissT
is due to the neutrino emitted in the leptonic top-quark decay.
6.2 Discriminating variables for boosted decision trees
In the diagonal region where m~t1
 mtop +m~01 , the momentum transfer from the ~t1 to the
~01 is small, and the stop signal is kinematically very similar to the tt process. In order to
achieve good separation between tt and signal, a boosted decision tree (BDT) implemented
in the TMVA framework [169] is used. Additional discriminating variables are developed
to use as inputs to the BDT, or as a part of the preselection in the BDT analyses.
12If the event has exactly one b-tagged jet, the highest-pT jet is used instead of the second highest-pT
b-tagged jet.
13The algorithm procedure is as follows: (1) if Ri > Ri 1 + 0:3, then discard the candidate (2) if
Ri < Ri 1   0:5, then continue iterating (3) else stop iterating and keep the candidate, where Ri is the
radius of the candidate in step i, and R0 = 3:0.
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Some of the selections targeting the diagonal region in the pure bino LSP scenarios
rely on the presence of high-pT initial-state radiation (ISR) jets, which serves to boost
the di-stop system. A powerful technique to discriminate these signal models from the
tt background is to attempt to reconstruct the ratio of the transverse momenta of the
di-neutralino and di-stop systems. This ratio  can be directly related to the ratio of the
masses of the ~t1 and the ~
0
1 [170, 171]:
 
m~01
m~t1
 pT(~
0
1 ~
0
1)
pT(~t1~t1)
:
The observed EmissT would also include a contribution from the neutrino produced in the
leptonic W -boson decay, in addition to that due to the LSPs. A light ~
0
1 and a ~t1 mass close
to the mass of the top quark would result in the neutralinos having low momenta, making
the reconstruction of the neutrino momentum and its subtraction from the ~pmissT vital. In
the signal region targeting this scenario, a modied 2 minimisation using jet momenta
only is applied to dene the hadronic top-quark candidate tISRhad. One or two light jets and
one b-tagged jet are selected in such a way that they are most compatible with originating
from hadronic W -boson and top-quark decays. The leading-pT light jet is excluded, as it
is assumed to originate from ISR.
Out of the two jets with the highest probabilities of being a b-jet according to the
b-tagging algorithm, the one not assigned to tISRhad is assigned to the leptonic top-quark
candidate, together with the lepton. For the determination of the neutrino momentum,
two hypotheses are considered: that of a tt event and that of a signal event. For the tt
hypothesis, the entire ~pmissT is attributed to the neutrino. Under the signal hypothesis,
collinearity of each ~t1 with both of its decay products is assumed. This results in the
transverse-momentum vector of the neutrino from the leptonic W -boson decay being cal-
culable by subtracting the momenta of the LSPs from ~pmissT , when assuming a specic mass
ratio :
~pT(
) = (1  )~pmissT    ~pT(tISRhad + blep + `);
where  represents the neutrino four-vector for a given value of , blep is the b-jet candidate
assigned to the semileptonic top-quark candidate and ` is the charged lepton. The resulting
momentum of  is then used to calculate further variables under the signal hypothesis,
such as the leptonically decaying W boson's transverse mass mT or the mass of the top-
quark candidate including the leptonic W -boson decay, m(tlep). The lepton pseudorapidity
is used as a proxy for the neutrino pseudorapidity in the calculation. Further variables are
the dierence in mT between the calculation under the hypothesis of a tt event and under
the signal hypothesis, mT = mT   mT, where mT is calculated using the lepton and
, and the pT of the reconstructed tt system under the SM hypothesis, pT(tt). The mass
ratio  = 0.135 is used throughout the paper, as is calculated from m~t1
= 200 GeV and
m~01 = 27 GeV. This signal point was chosen since it is close to the exclusion limit from
previous analyses.
Larger stop-mass values in compressed bino LSP scenarios boost the ~
0
1 such that
neglecting the neutrino momentum in the determination of  is a good approximation. A
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Figure 6. Distributions of discriminating variables: (left) mT and (right) m(t

lep). They are used
in the tN diag low signal region, which is dened in section 7.1.2. Preselection refers to the signal
region selection but without any requirements on the BDT output score. In addition to the SM
background prediction, signal models are shown, denoted by m(~t1; ~
0
1), and scaled by a factor of
four for visibility. The lower panels show the ratio of data to total SM background and the ratio
of expected signal to total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and
the hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last
bin contains overows.
recursive jigsaw reconstruction (RJR) technique [172] is used to divide each event into an
ISR hemisphere and a sparticle (S) hemisphere, where the latter contains both the invisible
(I) and visible (V) decay products of the stops. Objects are grouped together according
to their proximity in the lab frame's transverse plane by maximising the pT of the S and
ISR hemispheres over all choices of object assignment. In events with high-pT ISR jets,
the axis of maximum back-to-back pT, also known as the thrust axis, should approximate
the direction of the ISR and the di-stop system's back-to-back recoil.
The RJR variables used in the corresponding signal regions are the transverse mass of
the S system, MST, the ratio of the momenta of the I and ISR systems, RISR (an approx-
imation of ), the azimuthal separation between the momenta of the ISR and I systems,
(ISR; I), and the number of jets assigned to the V system, NVj .
Figures 6 and 7 show example kinematic distributions of the variables used for the
BDT trainings.
7 Signal selections
SR selections are optimised using simulated MC event samples. The metric of the opti-
misation is the discovery sensitivity for the various decay modes and for dierent regions
of SUSY parameter space and masses in the spin-0 mediator models. A set of benchmark
signal models, selected to cover the various stop and spin-0 mediator scenarios, is used
for the optimisation. The optimisations of signal-region selections are performed using
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Figure 7. Distributions of discriminating variables: (top left) reconstructed mass of the hadronic
top-quark candidates with 2-based minimisation method (mtop), (top right) M
S
T, (bottom left)
RISR, and (bottom right) j(ISR; I)j. The mtop variable is used in the tN diag med signal region
and the others are used in the tN diag high signal region, which are dened in section 7.1.2.
In addition to the SM background prediction, signal models are shown, denoted by m(~t1; ~
0
1),
and scaled by a certain factor for visibility. The lower panels show the ratio of data to total SM
background and the ratio of expected signal to total SM background. The category labelled `Others'
stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute less than 5% of the total SM background. The
hatched area around the total SM prediction and the hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include
statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
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Selection high-EmissT low-E
miss
T soft-lepton
Trigger EmissT triggers only E
miss
T and lepton triggers E
miss
T triggers only
Data quality jet cleaning, primary vertex
Second-lepton veto no additional baseline leptons
Number of leptons, tightness = 1 `loose' lepton = 1 `tight' lepton = 1 `tight' lepton
Lepton pT [GeV] > 25 > 27 > 4 for 
> 5 for e
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 2,  0) ( 4,  1) ( 2,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (25; 25) > (50; 25; 25; 25) > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 230 > 100 > 230
mT [GeV] > 30 > 90 {
Table 4. Preselection criteria used for the high-EmissT signal regions (left), the low-E
miss
T signal
regions (middle) and the soft-lepton signal regions (right). For the soft-lepton selection, pT  5 GeV
is required for electrons. List values are provided in between parentheses.
an iterative algorithm and considering all studied discriminating variables, accounting for
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
All regions are required to have exactly one signal lepton (except for the ttZ(! ``)
control regions, where three signal leptons are required), no additional baseline leptons,
and at least four (or in some regions two or three) signal jets. In most cases, at least
one b-tagged jet is also required. A set of preselection criteria (high-EmissT , low-E
miss
T , and
soft-lepton) is dened for monitoring the MC modelling of the kinematic variables. The
preselection criteria are also used as the starting point for the SR optimisation.
In the SRs relying only on the EmissT trigger, all events are required to have
EmissT > 230 GeV to ensure that the trigger is fully ecient. In SRs that use a combination
of EmissT and lepton triggers, this requirement is relaxed to E
miss
T > 100 GeV. In order to
reject multijet events, requirements are imposed on the transverse mass (mT) and the az-
imuthal angles between the leading and sub-leading jets (in pT) and E
miss
T (j(jeti; ~pmissT )j)
in most of SRs. For events with hadronic  candidates, the requirement mT2 > 80 GeV is
applied in most SRs.
The exact preselection criteria can be found in table 4. The preselections do not
include requirements on the j(jeti; ~pmissT )j and mT2 variables, but these are often used to
dene SRs. Figure 8 shows various relevant kinematic distributions at preselection level.
The backgrounds are normalised with the theoretical cross-sections, except for the EmissT
distribution where the tt events are scaled with normalisation factors obtained from a
simultaneous likelihood t of the CRs, described in section 10.
Table 5 summarises all SRs with a brief description of the targeted signal scenarios.
For the pure bino LSP scenario, seven SRs are considered in total. Five SRs target the
~t1 ! t~01 decay. The corresponding SR labels begin with tN, which is an acronym for
`top neutralino'. Additional text in the label describes the stop mass region. For example,
tN diag targets the diagonal region where m~t1
 m~01 + mtop. The third part of the labels
low, med, and high denote the targeted stop mass range, relative to other regions of the
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Figure 8. Kinematic distributions after the preselection: (top left) mass of the hadronic top-quark
candidate with the recursive reclustering method (mreclusteredtop ) after the high-E
miss
T preselection, (top
right) mT after the high-E
miss
T preselection, (bottom left) E
miss
T after the low-E
miss
T preselection,
and (bottom right) lepton pT after the soft-lepton preselection with an additional requirement of
at least two b-tagged jets. The SM background predictions are normalised with the theoretical
cross-sections (pre-t), except for in the EmissT distribution, where the tt events are scaled by the
normalisation factors obtained from a simultaneous likelihood t of the CRs. The category labelled
`Others' in the top left panel stands for the sum of minor SM backgrounds that contribute less
than 5% of the total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the
hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin
contains overows, except for the lepton pT distribution.
same type (for example, tN diag low targets a stop mass of 190 GeV, while tN diag high
is optimised for m~t1
= 450 GeV). Furthermore, two additional SRs labelled bWN and bffN
are dedicated to the three-body (~t1 ! bW ~01) and four-body (~t1 ! bff 0 ~01) decay searches,
respectively.
Six SRs target various ~t1 ! b~1 scenarios, and the SR labels follow the same logic:
the rst two characters bC stand for `bottom chargino'. The consecutive labels, 2x, bv, or
soft, denote the targeted electroweakino spectrum. For the wino NLSP scenario, three
SRs are designed with the label bC2x denoting the mass relation m~1
 2m~01 in the
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SR Signal scenario Benchmark Exclusion technique Table
tN med Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! t~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(600,300) shape-t (EmissT ) 6
tN high Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! t~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(1000,1) cut-and-count 6
tN diag low Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! t~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(190,17) BDT cut-and-count 7
tN diag med Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! t~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(250,62) BDT shape-t 7
tN diag high Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! t~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(450,277) BDT shape-t 7
bWN Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! bW ~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(350,230) shape-t (amT2) 8
bffN Pure bino LSP (~t1 ! bff 0 ~01) m(~t1; ~01)=(400,350) shape-t (p`T=EmissT ) 8
bC2x med Wino NLSP (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~02) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(750,300,150) cut-and-count 9
bC2x diag Wino NLSP (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~02) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(650,500,250) cut-and-count 9
bCbv Wino NLSP (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~02) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(700,690,1) cut-and-count 9
bCsoft diag Higgsino LSP (~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02, ~t1 ! b~1 ) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(400,355,350) shape-t (p`T=EmissT ) 10
bCsoft med Higgsino LSP (~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02, ~t1 ! b~1 ) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(600,205,200) shape-t (p`T=EmissT ) 10
bCsoft high Higgsino LSP (~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02, ~t1 ! b~1 ) m(~t1; ~1 ; ~01)=(800,155,150) shape-t (p`T=EmissT ) 10
DM low loose spin-0 mediator m(=a; )=(20,1) cut-and-count 11
DM low spin-0 mediator m(=a; )=(20,1) cut-and-count 11
DM high spin-0 mediator m(=a; )=(300,1) cut-and-count 11
Table 5. Overview of all signal regions together with the targeted signal scenario, benchmarks
used for the optimisation (with particle masses given in units of GeV), the analysis technique used
for model-dependent exclusions, and a reference to the table with the event selection details. For
the wino NLSP scenario, sbottom pair production (not shown) is also considered.
signal model. The label bCbv is used for the no b-tagged jets (b-veto) SR. For the higgsino
LSP scenario, three SRs are labelled as bCsoft because their selections explicitly target
soft-lepton signatures.
Finally, three SRs labelled as DM target the spin-0 mediator scenario, with the consecu-
tive labels, low and low loose for low mediator masses and high for high mediator masses.
With the exception of the tN and bCsoft regions, the above SRs are not designed to be
mutually exclusive. A dedicated combined t is performed using tN med and bCsoft med
(or bCsoft high) in the higgsino LSP and well-tempered neutralino scenarios in order
to improve exclusion sensitivity. The SRs with the requirement of lepton pT > 25 GeV
(pT > 4 GeV) are referred to as hard-lepton SRs (soft-lepton SRs) in the following sections.
7.1 Pure bino LSP scenario
The signature of stop pair production with subsequent ~t1 decays is determined by the
masses of the two sparticles, ~t1 and ~
0
1. It often leads to a nal state similar to that of
tt production, except for the additional EmissT due to the two additional neutralinos in the
event. A set of event selections is dened targeting various signals.
Two signal regions are designed to target the majority of signal models with
m(~t1; ~
0
1) > mtop, tN med and tN high, which are optimised for medium and high ~t1
mass, respectively. For the compressed region with m~t1
 mtop + m~01 , three BDT selec-
tions (tN diag low, tN diag med, and tN diag high) target dierent ~t1 masses. For the
~t1 ! bW ~01 region, a signal selection (bWN) is dened by utilising the distinctive shape
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Signal region tN med tN high
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (60; 50; 40; 40) > (100; 80; 50; 30)
EmissT [GeV] > 250 > 550
EmissT;? [GeV] > 230 {
HmissT;sig > 14 > 27
mT [GeV] > 160
amT2 [GeV] > 175
mreclusteredtop [GeV] > 150 > 130
R(b; `) < 2:0
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Exclusion technique shape-t in EmissT cut-and-count
Bin boundaries in EmissT [GeV] [250; 350; 450; 600; inf]
Table 6. Overview of the event selections for the tN med and tN high SRs. List values are provided
in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
of the invariant mass of the bW system. For the ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 region, the signal region
(bffN) is dened by making use of the soft-lepton selection designed for the higgsino LSP
scenarios. The event selection for each signal region is detailed in the following subsections.
7.1.1 ~t1 ! t~01 decay
Table 6 details the event selections for the tN med and tN high SRs. In addition to the
high-EmissT preselection described in table 4, at least one reconstructed hadronic top-quark
candidate based on the recursive reclustered jet algorithm is required in both SRs. Stringent
requirements are also imposed on EmissT , mT and H
miss
T;sig. Furthermore, a requirement is
placed on amT2 to reduce the dileptonic tt background. The main background processes
after all selection requirements are ttZ(), dileptonic tt and W+heavy-avour processes.
For the tN med SR, a shape-t technique is employed, with the SR subdivided in bins
of EmissT , which allows the model-dependent exclusion ts to be more sensitive than the
cut-and-count analysis.
7.1.2 Compressed ~t1 ! t~01 decay
The three BDT selections (tN diag low, tN diag med, and tN diag high) are summarised
in table 7 and detailed in the following.
Low ~t1 mass. For ~t1 masses close to the top-quark mass a BDT is trained for the
tN diag low signal region. The preselection is based on the low-EmissT selection in table 4.
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Variable tN diag low tN diag med tN diag high
Preselection low-EmissT low-E
miss
T high-E
miss
T
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 5,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] >(120; 25; 25; 25) >(100; 50; 25; 25) >(25; 25; 25; 25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 100 > 120 > 230
mT [GeV] > 90 > 120 > 120
RISR { { > 0.4
pT(tt) [GeV] > 400 { {
j(`; tt)j > 1:0 { {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4 > 0:4 {
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] { > 80 {
BDT score BDT low > 0:55 BDT med > 0:75 BDT high> 0:8
Exclusion technique cut-and-count shape-t in BDT score shape-t in BDT score
BDT score bin boundaries { [0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 1:0] [0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 1:0]
Table 7. Overview of the signal selections using BDTs to target compressed ~t1 ! t~01 scenarios.
List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
The variables input to the BDT are, in decreasing order of their importance for BDT
performance: the dierence mT in mT between the SM and signal hypothesis, E
miss
T , the
top-quark mass m(tlep) of the leptonic top candidate under the signal hypothesis, mt, the
azimuthal angles between the lepton and the tt system, as well as between the lepton and
~pT(
) and the mass m(tISRhad) of the hadronic top candidate.
The BDT output, from here on referred to as BDT low, is used to dene a single-
bin cut-and-count signal region, using the optimal point of BDT low > 0:55, determined
by maximising the expected discovery signicance. To avoid a signicant extrapola-
tion between control and signal regions an additional selection of pT(tt)  400 GeV and
j(`; tt)j  1:0 is applied for all selected regions in the tN diag low.
Medium ~t1 mass. Stop masses from about 200 to 400 GeV in the compressed scenario
are targeted by a BDT using the low-EmissT preselection given in table 4. The input variables
of the BDT, listed by decreasing order of importance are: (~pmissT ; t

had), m

top, E
miss
T , mT,
the number of jets, the angular variables R(b; `), (thad; t

lep), as well as the fourth and
third jet pT, and H
miss
T;sig.
The BDT output score, referred to in the following as BDT med, is used to dene
a signal region called tN diag med, based on the expected signicance for a ~t1 mass of
250 GeV. The known signal shape is exploited for the exclusion of signal models, using ve
bins in the BDT score, including also BDT bins lower than the SR.
High ~t1 mass. For compressed bino LSP scenarios with high ~t1 mass, a BDT is trained
using the following variables, listed by decreasing order of importance: RISR, the angular
variables (thad; t

lep), R(b; `), and (ISR, I), masses mT, M
S
T, as well as the fourth
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jet pT, m

top third jet pT, and the number of jets in the di-stop decay system, derived using
the RJR techniques as described in section 5. In addition to the high-EmissT preselection,
a tightened selection of mT > 120 GeV is imposed to control the multijet background.
An additional selection of RISR > 0:4 is applied to further reduce the background while
retaining high eciency for the considered signal events.
The resulting BDT output score, hereafter called BDT high, is used to dene the
tN diag high signal region. In addition, three BDT bins are employed in a shape-t to
improve the exclusion sensitivity.
7.1.3 ~t1 ! bW ~01 and ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 decays
When the mass dierence between the ~t1 and the ~
0
1 is smaller than the top-quark mass but
greater than the sum of the W -boson and bottom-quark masses, the ~t decays dominantly
through the three-body channel into a bottom quark, a W boson, and a neutralino. The
bWN SR is optimised to search for these events. Compared to the scenario with on-shell
top quarks, the three-body decay yields the same nal-state leptons and jets but with
signicantly lower momenta, although typically still above the reconstruction thresholds.
The amT2 variable is a powerful discriminant for separating dileptonic tt background
from signal models in this region of phase space. Because m~t1
 m~01 is below the top-quark
mass for signal, amT2 peaks at low values, while dileptonic tt events typically saturate at
values nearer to the top-quark mass. A shape-t technique is employed, using ve bins of
amT2, similar to the shape-t employed in the tN med SR.
When the ~t1 mass is much closer to the ~
0
1 mass, the stop undergoes a four-body
decay with an o-shell W boson, characterised by events having even lower momentum
leptons and jets than in the three-body decay. A soft-lepton SR, bCsoft diag, designed
for the higgsino LSP scenario with a relaxed mT requirement, provides good sensitivity to
this scenario. A shape-t is performed in the p`T/E
miss
T variable, using three bins for the
model-dependent exclusion t.
The event selections for bWN and bffN are summarised in table 8.
7.2 Wino NLSP scenario
If the wino mass parameter M2 is small enough, the stop may decay directly into ~

1 and ~
0
2
(in addition to the ~
0
1, as the bino is still assumed to be the LSP). In this case, the decays
~t1 ! b~1 and ~t1 ! t~02 become relevant, leading to a more complex phenomenology than
that probed in the pure bino LSP scenario. The SRs targeting this scenario are referred
to as bC2x.
Two SRs target the ~t1 ! b~1 decay: the bC2x med and bC2x diag SRs. The kinematics
of the decay products are governed by the dierent mass-splittings, with high-pT b-jets
produced from large m(~t1, ~

1 ) and high-pT W bosons from large m(~

1 , ~
0
1). In addition
to the high-EmissT preselection, two b-tagged jets and a hadronic W -boson candidate with a
mass satisfying mreclusteredW > 50 GeV are required. Tight requirements on mT and amT2 are
placed to reduce the tt background. The main backgrounds after the full signal selection
are the ttZ(), dileptonic tt, and single-top Wt processes.
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Signal region bWN bffN
Preselection high-EmissT soft-lepton
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 2,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (50; 25; 25; 25) > (400; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > 25
EmissT [GeV] > 300 > 300
mT [GeV] > 130 < 160
amT2 [GeV] < 110 {
mreclusteredtop [GeV] { top veto
p`T/E
miss
T { < 0:02
(`; ~pmissT ) < 2:5 {
min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) { < 1:5
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80 {
Exclusion technique shape-t in amT2 shape-t in p
`
T/E
miss
T
Bin boundaries in amT2 [GeV] or p
`
T/E
miss
T [0; 91; 97; 106; 118; 130] [0; 0:01; 0:015; 0:02]
Table 8. Overview of the event selections for the bWN and bffN SRs. List values are provided in
between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals. The veto on the reclustered hadronic
top-quark candidate is satised for events where no reclustered jet candidate is found, or where the
mass of the hadronic top-quark candidate (mreclusteredtop ) is below 150 GeV. For the bffN SR, the
leading jet is required to not be b-tagged.
An additional SR, bCbv, is designed for the simplied model ~t1 ! b~1 scenario
with m(~t1, ~

1 ) = 10 GeV, leading to a signature where the b-jets are too soft to be
reconstructed.
The event selections for bC2x diag, bC2x med and bCbv are summarised in table 9.
7.3 Higgsino LSP scenario
The SRs optimised for the pure bino LSP scenarios such as tN med have sensitivity to the
higgsino model in events where a lepton is produced by a top quark from the stop decay.
However, three additional SRs, bCsoft diag, bCsoft med, and bCsoft high, are designed
to target the case when the lepton is soft, originating instead from a ~

1 decay via a highly
o-shell W boson (~

1 ! ~01 + W (`)). This is particularly important in scenarios with
mtR < mq3L where the B(~t1 ! b~1 ) is large. These soft-lepton SRs are dened to be
orthogonal to the tN med SR so that they can be statistically combined to prot from
covering both decay chains.
The bCsoft diag SR targets a region where the mass dierence between the stop and
higgsinos is less than the mass of the top quark, so the stop must decay via the ~t1 ! b~1
mode. Since none of the decay products receive a large momentum transfer, a high-pT
ISR jet is required, resulting in a boost of the ~t1~t1 system in order to achieve better
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Signal region bC2x diag bC2x med bCbv
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  2) ( 2, = 0)
Jet pT [GeV] > (75; 75; 75; 30) > (200; 140; 25; 25) > (120; 80)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > (30; 30) > (140; 140) {
EmissT [GeV] > 230 > 230 > 360
HmissT;sig > 13 > 10 > 16
mT [GeV] > 180 > 120 > 200
amT2 [GeV] > 175 > 300 {
j(j1; ~pmissT )j > 0:7 > 0:9 > 2:0
j(j2; ~pmissT )j > 0:7 > 0:9 > 0:8
mreclusteredW [GeV] > 50 > 50 [70; 100]
(`; ~pmissT ) { { > 1:2
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80 > 80 {
Lepton pT [GeV] { { > 60
Exclusion technique cut-and-count cut-and-count cut-and-count
Table 9. Overview of the event selections for the bC2x med, bC2x diag, and bCbv SRs. List values
are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
separation between the signal and background. As a result, the signature is characterised
by a high-pT jet, large E
miss
T , and a soft lepton. The main background after all selection
requirements is semileptonic tt and W+jets processes. The bCsoft diag SR with relaxed
mT requirement is found to be sensitive to the ~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 signature and is described
further in section 7.1.3.
The second SR, bCsoft med, targets generic higgsino models where each of the decays
~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~01, and ~t1 ! t~02 are allowed. In particular, it is designed to select the
large fraction of events that produce \mixed" decays, where one ~t1decays via a chargino
and the other via a neutralino. In such cases, the ~t1 ! b~1 decay produces a high-pT b-jet,
while the b-jet from the other branch, ~t1 ! t~01 or ~t1 ! t~02, can be much softer. The third
SR, bCsoft high, targets the higher stop masses, focusing on the ~t1 ! b~1 signature.
The b-jet is boosted due to the large mass dierence between the stop and higgsino states,
and therefore the signature is characterised by two high-pT b-jets, large E
miss
T , and a soft
lepton. The remaining background after all signal selection requirements is dominated by
semileptonic tt, single-top Wt, and W+heavy-avour jets events.
In all three SRs, p`T/E
miss
T is a powerful discriminant as the higgsino signature is
characterised by low-pT leptons and large E
miss
T , while the SM backgrounds are dominated
by events where the EmissT arises from a leptonic W -boson decay, producing lepton pT and
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Signal region bCsoft diag bCsoft med bCsoft high
Preselection soft-lepton preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 2,  1) ( 3,  2) ( 2,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (400; 25) > (120; 60; 40) > (100; 100)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (120; 60) > (100; 100)
EmissT [GeV] > 300 > 230 > 230
mT [GeV] < 50 < 160 < 160
pWT [GeV] { > 400 > 500
p`T/E
miss
T < 0:02 < 0:03 < 0:03
amT2 [GeV] { > 200 > 300
mreclusteredtop [GeV] top veto { {
min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) < 1:5 > 0:8 > 0:4
R(b1; b2) { { > 0:8
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
Exclusion technique shape-t in p`T/E
miss
T shape-t in p
`
T/E
miss
T shape-t in p
`
T/E
miss
T
Bin boundaries in p`T=E
miss
T [0; 0:01; 0:015; 0:02] [0; 0:015; 0:03; 0:1] [0; 0:015; 0:03; 0:1]
Table 10. Overview of the event selections for the bCsoft diag, bCsoft med, and bCsoft high
SRs. List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals. The
veto on the reclustered hadronic top-quark candidate is satised for events where no reclustered jet
candidate is found, or where the mass of the hadronic top-quark candidate (mreclusteredtop ) is below
150 GeV. For the bCsoft diag SR, the leading jet is required not to be b-tagged.
EmissT of a similar magnitude. A shape-t in p
`
T/E
miss
T is performed, similar to the shape-ts
implemented for the tN med and bWN SRs.
The event selections for bCsoft diag, bCsoft med, and bCsoft high are detailed
in table 10.
7.4 Bino/higgsino mix scenario
For the bino/higgsino mix scenario, the SRs designed for other scenarios are found to have
good sensitivity for this scenario, and are therefore used.
7.5 Spin-0 mediator scenario
Two SRs, DM low and DM high, are designed to search for dark matter particles that are
pair-produced via a spin-0 mediator (either scalar or pseudoscalar) produced in association
with tt. The DM low SR is optimised for mediator masses around m = 20 GeV, while the
DM high SR targets mediator masses around m = 300 GeV.
In addition, a predecessor to the DM low signal region, originally designed for a search
using a smaller data set (13.2 fb 1), has been retained, as in that search the number
of observed events exceeded the background prediction. This signal region, which was
previously called DM low, is referred to here as DM low loose.
Table 11 details the event selections for each of the three SRs. At least one re-
constructed hadronic top-quark candidate is required with mreclusteredtop >130 GeV in the
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Signal region DM low loose DM low DM high
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (60; 60; 40; 25) > (120; 85; 65; 25) > (125; 75; 65; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > 60 > 25
EmissT [GeV] > 300 > 320 > 380
mT [GeV] > 120 > 170 > 225
HmissT;sig > 14 > 14 {
amT2 [GeV] > 140 > 160 > 190
mreclusteredtop [GeV] { > 130 > 130
(`; ~pmissT ) > 0:8 > 1:2 > 1:2
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j > 1:4 > 1:0 > 1:0
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Exclusion technique cut-and-count cut-and-count cut-and-count
Table 11. Overview of the event selections for the DM low loose, DM low, and DM high SRs. List
values are provided in between parentheses.
newly dened SRs. A high amT2 requirement and an angular selection requirement of
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j are further imposed to reduce the tt background. The main backgrounds
after all signal selection requirements are the ttZ(), dileptonic tt, and W+heavy-avour
processes.
The event selections for DM low loose, DM low, and DM high are summarised in
table 11.
8 Background estimates
The dominant background processes in this analysis originate from tt, single-top Wt, tt+
Z(! ), and W+jets production. Most of the tt and Wt events in the hard-lepton signal
regions have both W bosons decaying leptonically, where one lepton is `lost' (meaning it is
either not reconstructed, not identied, or removed by the overlap removal procedure) or
one W boson decaying leptonically and the other via a hadronically decaying  lepton. This
is in contrast to the soft-lepton signal regions, where most of the tt and Wt contribution
arises from semileptonic decays.
These tt background decay components are treated separately, referred to as 1L and 2L,
which also includes the dileptonic tt process where a W boson decays into a  lepton that
subsequently decays hadronically. The tt+Z background combined with the subdominant
tt + W contribution is referred to as tt + V . Other background contributions arise from
dibosons, Z+jets, and multijet production. The multijet background is estimated from
data using a fake-factor method [173], and it is found to be negligible in all regions.
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The main background processes are estimated via a dedicated CR, used to normalise
the simulation to the data with a simultaneous t, discussed in section 10. The CRs are
dened with event selections that are kinematically close to the SRs but with a few key
variable requirements inverted to signicantly reduce the potential signal contribution and
enhance the yield and purity of a particular background. Each SR has dedicated CRs
for the background processes that have the largest contributions. The following back-
ground processes are normalised in dedicated CRs: semileptonic tt (T1LCR), dileptonic tt
(T2LCR), W+jets (WCR), single-top (STCR), and tt + V (TZCR) processes. All other
backgrounds are normalised with the most accurate theoretical cross-sections available.
Several signal regions (bWN, tN diag low, and tN diag high) that are dominated ex-
clusively by either semileptonic or dileptonic tt events have only one associated CR, denoted
generically TCR. Signal regions can have fewer associated CRs when the fractional contri-
bution of the corresponding background is small. For the shape-t analyses, the CRs of
each background are not binned and only one normalisation factor is extracted for each
background process, which is applied in all SR bins.14
The background estimates are tested using VRs, which are disjoint from both the CRs
and SRs. Background normalisations determined in the CRs are extrapolated to the VRs
and compared with the observed data. Each SR has associated VRs for the tt (T1LVR and
T2LVR) and W+jets (WVR) processes, which are constructed by inverting or relaxing the
selection requirements to be orthogonal to the corresponding SR and CRs. A single-top
Wt VR (STVR) is dened for the bCsoft med and bCsoft high SRs, where Wt is one of
the dominant background processes.
The VRs are not used to constrain parameters in the t, but provide a statistically
independent test of the background estimates made using the CRs. The potential signal
contamination in the VRs is studied for all considered signal models and mass ranges, and
is found to be less than a few percent in most of the VRs, and less than 15% in VRs for
the tN diag SRs.
The background estimation techniques are categorised using several dierent ap-
proaches. The requirement of the presence of hadronic top-quark candidates (top-tagging)
is used for the background estimate in the SRs targeting signals with high-pT top quarks.
Compared to previous analyses this background estimation technique has the advantage
that the tt background composition does not change in the extrapolation from CR to SR.
Similarly hadronic W -boson reconstruction (W -tagging) is employed for the background
estimate in the SRs targeting signals with high-pT W bosons decaying hadronically. In the
following subsections the two approaches are described in detail together with the back-
ground estimates for the remaining SRs. Table 12 summarises the approaches for each SR
with a brief description of the targeted signal scenarios, and each of those approaches are
detailed in sections 8.1{8.5.
14The binned CR approach has been tested by comparing the results to a one-bin CR. The normalisation
factors were found to be consistent with each other within the statistical uncertainties.
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SR Signal scenario Background strategy Sections
tN med Pure bino LSP top-tagging + ttZ CR 8.1
tN high Pure bino LSP top-tagging + ttZ CR 8.1
tN diag low Pure bino LSP BDT 8.2
tN diag med Pure bino LSP BDT 8.2
tN diag high Pure bino LSP BDT 8.2
bWN Pure bino LSP three-body 8.3
bffN Pure bino LSP soft-lepton 8.5
bC2x med Wino NLSP W -tagging + ttZ CR 8.4
bC2x diag Wino NLSP W -tagging + ttZ CR 8.4
bCbv Wino NLSP W -tagging 8.4
bCsoft diag Higgsino LSP soft-lepton 8.5
bCsoft med Higgsino LSP soft-lepton 8.5
bCsoft high Higgsino LSP soft-lepton 8.5
DM low loose DM+tt mT extrapolation + ttZ CR 8.1
DM low DM+tt top-tagging + ttZ CR 8.1
DM high DM+tt top-tagging + ttZ CR 8.1
Table 12. Overview of various approaches for the background estimates in all signal regions
together with the targeted signal scenario. The tt+Z(``) control region (CR) described in section 8.6
is also dened in the top-tagging and W -tagging approaches, except for the bCbv SR where the
contribution of the tt+ V background is negligible.
8.1 Hadronic top-tagging approach
In SRs targeting signals with high-pT top quarks (tN med, tN high, DM low, and DM high), a
requirement is made that events contain a recursively reclustered jet with a mass consistent
with the top-quark mass. While the requirement on mreclusteredtop is powerful for identify-
ing signals, it is also useful in dening CRs that are enriched in background processes
with hadronically decaying top quarks (\top-tagged") or depleted in such backgrounds
(\top-vetoed").
The CR for dileptonic tt (T2LCR) requires mT above the W -boson endpoint. The SR
requirement on amT2 is inverted (to select events with values below the top-quark mass)
and a hadronic top-quark veto is required to reduce the potential signal contamination and
improve the purity. The semileptonic tt CR (T1LCR) requires a tagged hadronic top-quark
candidate and that the mT be within a window around the W -boson mass. The background
from semileptonic tt events is negligible in the SR but can be sizeable in the other CRs.
The CRs for W+jets (WCR) and single-top (STCR) require mT to be below the W -
boson mass. Both CRs also require large amT2 and a hadronic top-quark veto, which is
necessary to suppress the large semileptonic tt background. The STCR also requires two
b-tagged jets to reduce the W+jets contribution, and a minimum separation between the b-
tagged jets, R(b1; b2) > 1:2. This latter requirement is useful to suppress the semileptonic
tt contribution, which can evade the amT2 endpoint when a charm quark from the hadronic
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W -boson decay is misidentied as a b-tagged jet, often leading to a small separation between
the two identied b-tagged jets. Events with exactly one b-tagged jet or R(b1; b2) < 1:2 are
assigned to the WCR. In order to increase the W+jets purity, only events with a positively
charged lepton are selected. This requirement exploits the asymmetry in the production of
W+ over W  events in LHC proton-proton collisions. The asymmetry is further enhanced
by the requirement of large EmissT , as neutrinos from decays of the mostly left-handed W
+
boson are preferentially emitted in the momentum direction of the W boson.
In addition, the background contribution from tt+ V is large and a dedicated control
region is designed, and is described in section 8.6.
Figure 9 shows various kinematic distributions in the CRs associated with the tN med
SR. The backgrounds are scaled with normalisation factors obtained from a simultaneous
likelihood t of the CRs, described in section 10.
A set of VRs associated with the corresponding CRs is dened by modifying the
requirements on the mT, amT2, and hadronic top-tagging variables. The semileptonic tt
validation region (T1LVR) and W+jets validation region (WVR) slide the mT window
from 30{90 GeV to 90{120 GeV. The dileptonic tt VR (T2LVR) inverts the requirement
of the hadronic top-quark veto (so that a hadronic top-quark tag is required) and relaxes
the requirement on amT2. Since the tt events are mostly dileptonic after the large mT
requirement, the purity of dileptonic tt events remains high, despite the hadronic top-
quark tag requirement. The relaxed amT2 requirement signicantly reduces the potential
signal contamination. There is no single-top Wt VR (STVR) for these CRs. The mT
window for the STCR extends to 120 GeV in order to increase the number of data events
entering the CR.
In gure 9, various kinematic distributions in the VRs associated with tN med are
compared to the observed data. The backgrounds are scaled with normalisation factors
obtained from a simultaneous likelihood t of the CRs, described in section 10.
Tables 13 and 14 detail the denitions of the CRs and VRs associated with the SRs
tN med, tN high, DM low, and DM high.
The CRs and VRs associated with DM low loose are retained unchanged from the
previous analysis, and are described in table 15. The tt and W+jets backgrounds are
estimated from a low mT region, mT 2 [30; 90] GeV, with and without a b-tag requirement,
respectively. The corresponding VRs are dened with mT 2 [90; 120] GeV. The single-top
Wt, and ttZ backgrounds are estimated using the same strategy as the rest of the regions
described in this section.
8.2 BDT analyses
For the signal regions tN diag low, tN diag med and tN diag high, control regions use
the signal selections but change the requirements on the BDT output scores. Due to its
large fractional contribution, only the tt background is constrained using data, with all
other backgrounds using predictions from samples of simulated events.
Although the main background is always the tt process in all three SRs, the fraction
of dileptonic tt events varies. Therefore, a dierent strategy is employed for each SR.
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Figure 9. Various kinematic distributions in the tN med control and validation regions: (top left)
reclustered jet mass (mreclusteredtop ) in the semileptonic tt control region, (top right) mT in the dilep-
tonic tt control region, (middle left) amT2 in the W+jets control region, (middle right) R(b1,b2)
in the single-top control region, (bottom left) reclustered jet mass (mreclusteredtop ) in the semileptonic
tt validation region, and (bottom right) mT in the dileptonic tt validation region. Each of the back-
grounds is scaled by a normalisation factor obtained from a simultaneous likelihood t of the CRs.
The category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute less than 5% of the
total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the hatched band in the
Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
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tN med T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (60; 50; 40; 40)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 250
EmissT;? [GeV] > 230
mT [GeV] > 160 [30; 90] / [90; 120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
HmissT;sig > 14 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10
mreclusteredtop [GeV] > 150 > 150 top veto / > 150 top veto top veto
amT2 [GeV] > 175 < 200 < 200 / < 130 > 200 > 200
R(b; `) < 2:0 { { { {
R(b1,b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { +1 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
tN high T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (100; 80; 50; 30)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 550 > 350 > 350 > 350 > 350
mT [GeV] > 160 [30; 90] / [90; 120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
HmissT;sig > 27 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10
mreclusteredtop [GeV] > 130 > 130 top veto / > 130 top veto top veto
amT2 [GeV] > 175 < 200 < 200 / < 130 > 200 > 200
R(b; `) < 2:0 { { { {
R(b1,b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { +1 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Table 13. Overview of the selections for the tN med and tN high signal regions as well as the
associated control and validation regions. The control regions include the semileptonic tt control
region (T1LCR), the dileptonic tt control region (T2LCR), the W+jets control region (WCR),
and the single-top Wt control region (STCR). The validation regions include the semileptonic tt
validation region (T1LVR), the dileptonic tt validation region (T2LVR), and the W+jets validation
region (WVR). List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
The veto on the reclustered hadronic top-quark candidate is satised for events where no reclustered
jet candidate is found, or where the mass of the hadronic top-quark candidate (mreclusteredtop ) is below
the specied tag threshold. For the WCR, R(b1,b2) < 1:2 is not required when the event has only
one b-tagged jet. The selection of the tt+ V control region (TZCR) is detailed in section 8.6.
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DM low T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (120; 85; 65; 60)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 320 > 250 > 230 > 250 > 250
mT [GeV] > 170 [30; 90] / [90; 120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
HmissT;sig > 14 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10
mreclusteredtop [GeV] > 130 > 130 top veto / > 130 top veto top veto
amT2 [GeV] > 160 < 200 < 160 > 160 > 200
(`; ~pmissT ) > 1:2 { > 1:2 { {
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j > 1:0 { { { {
R(b1,b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { +1 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
DM high T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (125; 75; 65; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 380 > 280 > 280 > 280 > 280
mT [GeV] > 225 [30; 90] / [90:120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
mreclusteredtop [GeV] > 130 > 130 top veto / > 130 top veto top veto
amT2 [GeV] > 190 < 200 < 200 / < 190 > 190 > 200
(`; ~pmissT ) > 1:2 { > 1:2 { {
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j > 1:0 > 1:0 { > 1:0 {
R(b1,b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { +1 / { {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4 > 0:4 / { > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Table 14. Overview of the selections for the DM low and DM high signal regions as well as the
associated control and validation regions. The control regions include the semileptonic tt control
region (T1LCR), the dileptonic tt control region (T2LCR), the W+jets control region (WCR),
and the single-top Wt control region (STCR). The validation regions include the semileptonic tt
validation region (T1LVR), the dileptonic tt validation region (T2LVR), and the W+jets validation
region (WVR). List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
The veto on the reclustered hadronic top-quark candidate is satised for events where no reclustered
jet candidate is found, or where the mass of the hadronic top-quark (mreclusteredtop ) is below a certain
threshold. For the WCR, R(b1,b2) < 1:2 is not required when the event has only one b-tagged
jet. The selection of the tt+ V control region (TZCR) is detailed in section 8.6.
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DM low loose TCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4, = 0) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (60; 60; 40; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25 > (25; 25)
EmissT [GeV] > 300 > 230 > 230 > 230
HmissT;sig > 14 > 8 > 8 > 8
mT [GeV] > 120 [30,90] / [90,120] [30,90] / [90,120] [30,120]
amT2 [GeV] > 140 [100; 200] > 100 > 200
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j > 1:4 > 1:4 > 1:4 > 1:4
(`; ~pmissT ) > 0:8 > 0:8 > 0:8 {
R(b1; b2) { { { > 1:8
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Table 15. Overview of the selections for the DM low loose signal region as well as the associated
control and validation regions. The control regions include the tt control region (TCR), the W+jets
control region (WCR), and the single-top Wt control region (STCR). The validation regions include
the tt validation region (TVR) and the W+jets validation region (WVR). List values are provided
in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals. The selection of the tt + V control
region (TZCR) is detailed in section 8.6.
Signal Region tN diag low tN diag med tN diag high
BDT score  0:55  0:4  0:6
Associated CRs TCR TCR1 TCR2 TCR1 TCR2 TCR3
BDT score [ 1; 0:1] [ 1;  0:4] [ 0:4; 0:4] [ 1;  0:5] [ 0:5; 0] [0; 0:4]
Table 16. Overview of signal region and control region denitions for the BDT analyses targeting
the compressed bino LSP scenarios. The selections described in table 7 are applied, except for the
BDT score. Square brackets denote intervals.
For the signal regions tN diag low and tN diag high, the tt background is treated
as a single component, with a single normalisation factor being derived. One tt control
region (TCR) is used for tN diag low, while three control-region bins (TCR1, TCR2, and
TCR3) are used for tN diag high in order to improve the stability of the simultaneous t
by reducing the correlation between the signal and tt background.
For tN diag med, the tt background is split into semileptonic and dileptonic tt contribu-
tions. Two control-region bins (TCR1 and TCR2, enriched in dileptonic and semileptonic
tt events respectively) are dened to constrain the tt background and determine two sepa-
rate normalisation factors for its two components in all ts to the data. Selected kinematic
distributions in the tN diag low and tN diag med CRs are shown in gure 10.
An overview of the CR selections for the BDT analyses can be found in table 16.
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Figure 10. Kinematic distributions in the tN diag low and tN diag med control regions: (left)
mT in the tN diag low top control region (TCR) and (right) R(b1; `) in the tN diag med top
control region (TCR2). Values of m~t1 = 200 GeV andm~01 = 27 GeV are used, resulting in  = 0:135.
The tt background is scaled by a normalisation factor obtained from the control region. The
category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute less than 5% of the
total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the hatched band in the
Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
8.3 ~t1 ! bW ~01 analysis
Almost all of the background in the bWN SR consists of dileptonic tt events (where one of
the leptons is lost or a hadronically decaying  lepton). Therefore, a single high-purity
TCR is dened by relaxing the selection requirements on EmissT and amT2. In addition,
the requirement on (`; ~pmissT ) is inverted to reduce the potential signal contamination.
The TVR is dened by sliding the amT2 window to 110{130 GeV in order to validate the
background normalisation obtained from the TCR.
Figure 11 shows kinematic distributions in the CRs associated with the bWN SR.
Table 17 details the corresponding CR and VR selections together with the SR selection.
8.4 Hadronic W -tagging approach
Control regions for the bC2x diag and bC2x med SRs exploit hadronicW -boson tagging (W -
tagging) with the mreclusteredW variable, closely following the strategy described in section 8.1.
The CRs invert two out of three requirements on mT, amT2, and the hadronic W -boson
candidate mass.
For the bCbv SR, since the veto on b-tagged jets is required in the signal-region selec-
tion, a dierent CR strategy is used. The WCR and TCR remove the selection requirement
on (`; ~pmissT ) and select a mT window of 30{90 GeV to increase the number of events in the
region while suppressing potential signal contamination. A b-tagged jet is further required
in the TCR to improve the purity of tt events.
Figure 12 shows selected kinematic distributions in associated CRs for bC2x med.
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Figure 11. Kinematic distributions in the bWN top control region (TCR): (left) amT2 and (right)
(`; ~pmissT ). The tt process is scaled by a normalisation factor obtained in the corresponding
control region. The category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute
less than 5% of the total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and
the hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The
last bin contains overows.
bWN TCR/VR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (50; 25; 25; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25
EmissT [GeV] > 300 > 230
mT [GeV] > 130 > 130
amT2 [GeV] < 110 [130; 170] / [110; 130]
(`; ~pmissT ) < 2:5 > 2:5
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Table 17. Overview of the selections for the bWN signal region and associated control and validation
regions. List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
A set of VRs associated with the CRs is dened following the approach taken for the
top-tagging VRs in section 8.1, i.e. by modifying the requirements on the mT, amT2, and
hadronic W -tagging variables. Tables 18 and 19 detail the CR and VR selections for the
corresponding SRs.
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bC2x diag T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (75; 75; 75; 30)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > (30; 30) > (30; 30) > (30; 30) > (30;  ) > (30; 30)
EmissT [GeV] > 230
HmissT;sig > 13 > 13 > 10 > 13 > 10
mT [GeV] > 180 [30; 90] / [90; 120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
amT2 [GeV] > 175 < 200 < 200 / < 130 > 200 > 200
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j(i = 1; 2) > 0:7
mreclusteredW [GeV] > 50 > 50 W veto / > 50 W veto W veto
R(b1; b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { = +1 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
bC2x med T1LCR/VR T2LCR/VR WCR/VR STCR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  2) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  1) ( 4,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (200; 140; 25; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > (140; 140) > (140; 140) > (140;  ) > (140;  ) > (140; 140)
EmissT [GeV] > 230
HmissT;sig > 10 > 10 > 10 > 10 > 6
mT [GeV] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] > 120 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 120]
amT2 [GeV] > 300 < 200 < 200 / < 130 > 200 > 200
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j(i = 1; 2) > 0:9
mreclusteredW [GeV] > 50 > 50 W veto / > 50 W veto W veto
R(b1; b2) { { { < 1:2 > 1:2
Lepton charge { { { = +1 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
mT2 based  -veto [GeV] > 80
Table 18. Overview of the selections for the bC2x diag and bC2x med signal regions as well as the
associated control and validation regions. The control regions include the semileptonic tt control
region (T1LCR), the dileptonic tt control region (T2LCR), the W+jets control region (WCR),
and the single-top Wt control region (STCR). The validation regions include the semileptonic tt
validation region (T1LVR), the dileptonic tt validation region (T2LVR), and the W+jets validation
region (WVR). List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
The veto on the reclustered hadronic W -boson candidate is satised for events where no reclustered
jet candidate is found, or where the mass of the hadronic top-quark candidate (mreclusteredtop ) is below
the specied tag threshold. For the WCR, R(b1,b2) < 1:2 is not required when the event has only
one b-tagged jet. The selection of the tt+ V control region (TZCR) is detailed in section 8.6.
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Figure 12. Kinematic distribution of the bC2x med control regions: (top left) reclustered jet mass
(mreclusteredW ) in the semileptonic tt control region, (top right) mT in the dileptonic tt control region,
(bottom left) amT2 in the W+jets control region, and (bottom right) R(b1,b2) in the single-top
control region. Each of these backgrounds is scaled by normalisation factors obtained from the
corresponding control region. The category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds
that contribute less than 5% of the total SM background. The hatched area around the total
SM prediction and the hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental
uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
8.5 Soft-lepton analyses
For the soft-lepton SRs (bCsoft diag, bCsoft med, bCsoft high, and bffN), a single TCR,
dominated by semileptonic tt events, is dened for the tt background since the fraction
of dileptonic tt background is small compared to the other SRs because there is no mT
requirement.
For bCsoft med and bCsoft high SRs, three CRs (TCR, WCR, and STCR) are dened
by inverting the requirements on amT2, p
`
T/E
miss
T , and the number of b-tagged jets, while
requiring the same pWT threshold as the corresponding SR to ensure similar kinematics in the
SR and CRs for the pT of the top quark and the W boson, which might be poorly modelled
by the simulation. The TCR is designed by inverting the selection requirement on amT2
and relaxing the p`T/E
miss
T requirement to minimise potential signal contamination while
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bCbv TCR/VR WCR/VR
Preselection high-EmissT preselection
Lepton pT [GeV] > 60
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 2, = 0) ( 2,  1) ( 2, = 0)
Jet pT [GeV] > (120; 80)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] { > 25 {
EmissT [GeV] > 360
HmissT;sig > 16
mT [GeV] > 200 [30; 90] / [90; 120] [30; 90] / [90; 120]
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j(i = 1) > 2:0
j(jeti; ~pmissT )j(i = 2) > 0:8
(`; ~pmissT ) > 1:2 { {
mreclusteredW [GeV] [70; 100]
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
Table 19. Overview of the selections for the bCbv signal region, as well as the associated control
regions for tt (TCR) and W+jets (WCR), and the validation regions targeting tt (TVR) and
W+jets (WVR) backgrounds. List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets
denote intervals.
improving the purity. Similarly, the WCR and STCR are dened by relaxing p`T/E
miss
T ,
and requiring exactly one or at least two b-tagged jets respectively.
For the bCsoft diag SR, the CR strategy using top-tagging is employed, based on
the mreclusteredtop variable as described in section 8.1. The TCR is dened by requiring a
tagged hadronic top-quark candidate and relaxing the requirement on mT to increase the
number of tt events, while the WCR is dened by requiring a hadronic top-quark veto. For
the WCR, an additional requirement is imposed on min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) to increase the
purity of W+jets events. A STCR is not dened for this SR, as the Wt contribution is
small compared to other backgrounds. The CRs for the bffN SR are identical to those for
bCsoft diag because of the similarity in the SR selections.
Figure 13 shows selected kinematic distributions in the CRs associated with
bCsoft med. The backgrounds are scaled with normalisation factors obtained from the
simultaneous likelihood t of the CRs as described in section 10.
A set of VRs associated with corresponding CRs is also dened by inverting the re-
quirement on p`T/E
miss
T . For the soft-lepton SRs, an STVR is dened together with the
TVR and WVR. In gure 13, selected kinematic distributions in the VRs associated with
bCsoft high are compared to the observed data. The backgrounds are scaled with nor-
malisation factors. Tables 20 and 21 detail the soft-lepton CR and VR selections.
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Figure 13. Kinematic distributions in the control regions associated with bCsoft med and the
validation regions associated with bCsoft high: (top left) pWT in the top control region, (top right)
mT in the W+jets control region, (bottom left) pT of the leptonically decaying W boson (p
W
T ) in
the W+jets validation region, and (bottom right) EmissT in the top validation region. Each of the
backgrounds is scaled by a normalisation factor obtained from the corresponding control region.
The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the hatched band in the Data/SM ratio
include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
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bCsoft diag/bffN TCR/VR WCR/VR
Preselection soft-lepton preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 2,  1) ( 2,  1) ( 2, = 1)
Jet pT [GeV] > (120; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > 25
EmissT [GeV] > 300
mT [GeV] < 50 / < 160 < 160 < 160
p`T/E
miss
T < 0:02 [0:03; 0:10] / < 0:03 [0:03; 0:10] / < 0:03
mreclusteredtop [GeV] top veto > 150 top veto
min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) < 1:5 < 1:5 > 1:5
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
Table 20. Overview of the selections for the bCsoft diag and bffN signal regions, as well as the
associated control regions for tt (TCR) and W+jets (WCR), and the validation regions targeting
tt (TVR) and W+jets (WVR) backgrounds. List values are provided in between parentheses and
square brackets denote intervals. The veto on the reclustered hadronic top-quark candidate is
satised for events where no reclustered jet candidate is found, or where the mass of the hadronic
top-quark candidate (mreclusteredtop ) is below a certain threshold. The leading jet is required not to
be b-tagged in all regions.
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bCsoft med TCR/VR WCR/VR STCR/VR
Preselection soft-lepton preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 3,  2) ( 3,  2) ( 3, = 1) ( 3,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (120; 60; 40; 25)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > (120; 60) > (120; 60) > 120 > (120; 60)
EmissT [GeV] > 230
mT [GeV] < 160
pWT [GeV] > 400
p`T/E
miss
T < 0:03 > 0:03 / < 0:03 > 0:20 / [0:1; 0:2] > 0:20 / [0:1; 0:2]
amT2 [GeV] > 200 < 200 > 200 > 200
min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) > 0:8 { [0:8; 2:5] > 0:8
R(b1; b2) { { { > 1:2
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
bCsoft high TCR/VR WCR/VR STCR/VR
Preselection soft-lepton preselection
Number of (jets, b-tags) ( 2,  2) ( 2,  2) ( 2, = 1) ( 2,  2)
Jet pT [GeV] > (100; 100)
b-tagged jet pT [GeV] > (100; 100)
EmissT [GeV] > 230
mT [GeV] < 160
pWT [GeV] > 500
p`T/E
miss
T < 0:03 > 0:10 / < 0:10 [0:1; 0:4] / < 0:10 > 0:30 / [0:1; 0:3]
amT2 [GeV] > 300 < 300 > 300 > 300
min((~pmissT ; b-jeti)) > 0:4
R(b1; b2) > 0:8 > 0:8 { > 0:8
R(b; `) { { > 0:8 {
j(j1;2; ~pmissT )j > 0:4
Table 21. Overview of the selections for the bCsoft med and bCsoft high signal regions, as well
as the associated control regions for tt (TCR), W+jets (WCR), and single-top Wt (STCR), and the
validation regions targeting tt (TVR), W+jets (WVR), and single-top Wt (STVR) backgrounds.
List values are provided in between parentheses and square brackets denote intervals.
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8.6 Control regions for tt+ V
Top-quark pair production in association with a Z boson that decays into neutrinos is
an irreducible background to the tt +EmissT signature. In order to estimate the tt + Z
contribution in the SRs, Z-boson decays into charged leptons are exploited to dene high-
purity CRs (TZCR). The tt + V CRs require exactly three loose signal leptons, at least
one of which must also satisfy the tight criteria. Two leptons are required to have same
avour and opposite charge, and the mass of the dilepton system (m``) is required to be
in the range 81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV. If more than one same-avour and opposite-
charge pairing is possible, the pair with a mass closest to mZ is chosen. In addition, at
least four jets, one of which is b-tagged, are required. The minimum jet pT of the four
leading jets is required to match the thresholds used in the corresponding SR. The diboson
process (WZ ! ```) is a dominant background in the TZCR, and is normalised to data
in a region identical to the TZCR, except for the requirement that no jet is b-tagged. A
constant diboson normalisation factor of 0.8, derived in this region, is applied to all TZCRs.
The tt+ Z control region is dened for SRs where the tt+ Z contribution is sizeable:
tN med, tN high, bC2x med, bC2x diag, DM low loose, DM low, and DM high. The purity
of the TZCR is  75%, with remaining events due to diboson and tZ single-top production.
Figure 14 shows the p``T distribution in the TZCR associated with tN med, as well as m``
prior to requiring 81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV. The p
``
T distribution serves as a proxy for the
EmissT distribution in tt + Z() events. The tt + Z(``) method is cross-checked with an
alternative method using the tt+  process. The normalisation factors obtained from the
tt+  events are found to be consistent with those from the tt+ Z(``) method.
9 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties in the signal and background estimates arise both from ex-
perimental sources and from the uncertainty in the theoretical predictions and modelling.
Since the yields from the dominant background sources, tt, single-top Wt, tt + V , and
W+jets, are normalised to data in dedicated CRs, the uncertainties for these processes
aect only the extrapolation from the CRs into the SRs (and amongst the various CRs),
but not the overall normalisation. The systematic uncertainties are included as nuisance
parameters with Gaussian constraints and proled in the likelihood ts. The uncertainties
are not reduced as a result of the proling.
The dominant experimental uncertainties arise from imperfect knowledge of the jet
energy scale (JES) and jet energy resolution (JER) [156, 174], as well as the modelling of
the b-tagging eciencies and mis-tag rates [175, 176]. From these sources, the resulting
uncertainties expressed as relative uncertainties in the total predicted background yield
in the SRs are in the range 1.4{7% for JES, 1.5{7% for JER, and 1.6{13% for b-tagging.
Other sources of experimental uncertainty include the modelling of the lepton energy scales,
energy resolutions, reconstruction and identication eciencies, trigger eciencies, and the
modelling of pile-up and the integrated luminosity. These uncertainties have a small impact
on the nal results.
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Figure 14. Distribution of (left) the dilepton mass and (right) p``T corresponding to the pT of the
reconstructed Z boson in the tt+Z control region (TZCR) associated with the tN med signal region.
The tt + Z=W processes are normalised in the TZCR. The diboson background is normalised to
data events with zero b-tagged jets. The hatched area around the total SM prediction and the
hatched band in the Data/SM ratio include statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin
contains overows.
The uncertainty in the modelling of the single-top and tt backgrounds include ef-
fects related to the MC event generator, the hadronisation modelling, and the amount
of initial- and nal-state radiation [121]. The MC generator uncertainty is esti-
mated by comparing events produced with Powheg-Box+Herwig++ v2.7.1 with either
MG5 aMC@NLO v2.2.3+Herwig++ v2.7.1 (NLO) or Sherpa v2.2.1. Events generated
with Powheg-Box are showered and subsequently hadronized with either Pythia6 or Her-
wig++ to estimate the eect from the modelling of the hadronisation. The impact of
altering the amount of initial- and nal-state radiation is estimated from comparisons of
Powheg-Box+Pythia6 samples with dierent parton-shower radiation, NLO radiation,
and modied factorisation and renormalisation scales. An additional uncertainty stems
from the modelling of the interference between the tt and Wt processes. The uncertainty
is estimated using inclusive WWbb events, generated using MG5 aMC@NLO v2.2.3 (LO),
which are compared with the sum of the resonant tt and Wt processes [121]. The resulting
uncertainties from all the aforementioned sources in the extrapolation factors from the tt
and Wt CRs to the SRs are 10{45% for tt, and 10{47% for Wt events, where the latter is
dominated by the interference term.
The uncertainty in the modelling of the tt + Z background is estimated from in-
dependent variations of the renormalisation and factorisation scales, and PDF varia-
tions. A MC generator uncertainty is estimated by comparing events produced with
MG5 aMC@NLO v2.2.3+Pythia8 (NLO) and Sherpa v2.2.1. The resulting modelling-
induced uncertainties in the extrapolation factor are 10{37%, dominated by the MC gen-
erator comparison.
The uncertainty in the W+jets background from the choice of MC generator is esti-
mated by comparing Sherpa with MG5 aMC@NLO v2.2.3+Pythia8 (NLO). In addition,
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the eects of varying the scales for the matching scheme related to the merging of matrix el-
ements and parton showers, renormalisation, factorisation, and resummation are estimated.
The total uncertainty is found to be 4{44%.
The sources of uncertainty considered for the diboson background are the eects of
varying the renormalisation, factorisation, and resummation scales. Since the diboson
background is not normalised in a CR, the analysis is also sensitive to the uncertainty in
the total cross-section. The resulting theoretical uncertainty ranges from 13 to 32%.
For the BDT analyses, a systematic-smoothing procedure in BDT score is applied
to evaluate the uncertainties in the modelling of tt and single-top Wt processes. The
procedure gives a reliable estimate of the uncertainties despite statistical uctuations in
the background samples, based on merging statistically insignicant bins and smoothing
the result with a Gaussian kernel.
The SUSY signal cross-section uncertainty is taken from an envelope of cross-section
predictions using dierent PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales, as de-
scribed in ref. [107], and the resulting uncertainties range from 13% to 23%. Dedicated
uncertainties in the signal acceptance due to the modelling of additional radiation are con-
sidered for SRs relying on ISR. These are estimated from the variation of factorisation and
renormalisation scales, and range from 10% to 20%. The uncertainty in the DM production
cross-section is estimated from the eect of varying the renormalisation, factorisation, and
matching scales, as well as the PDF choice. The uncertainty is found to be between 12%
and 20%. Experimental uncertainties in the signal acceptance have negligible impact on
the nal results.
Table 22 summarises the dominant systematic uncertainties in selected signal regions.
The dominant sources of uncertainty are background modelling and JES/JER uncertainties
in most of SRs. The uncertainty related to the description of the b-tagging mis-tag rates
in the simulation becomes large in the bCsoft med. This is because the single-top Wt
or semileptonic tt background events above the amT2 kinematic endpoint often have an
associated charm-quark misidentied as a b-jet, and thus the background yield is sensitive
to the mis-tag modelling.
10 Results
10.1 Observed data and predicted backgrounds
In order to determine the SM background yields in the SRs, a likelihood t is performed
for each SR. The t is congured to use only the CRs to constrain the t parameters
corresponding to the normalisations of tt, single-top, W+jets, and tt+ V processes in the
dedicated CRs. This t conguration is referred to as the background-only t.
The number of observed events and the predicted number of SM background events
from the background-only ts in all SRs and VRs are shown in gures 15 and 16. The SRs
are not mutually exclusive and are therefore not statistically independent. In all SRs, the
distributions indicate good agreement between the data and the SM background estimate.
The largest excesses over the background-only hypothesis are 1.6  and 1.4, observed
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Signal Region Uncertainty (%) tN med bWN bC2x med bCsoft med
tt+ Z normalisation 11 { 6.8 {
tt (2L) normalisation 4.7 7.5 3.3 2.6
Wt normalisation 3.0 { 17 3.4
W+jets normalisation 2.5 { 2.1 8.1
tt+ Z modelling 11 2.3 1.2 < 1:0
tt radiation 4.3 13 1.9 4.6
tt generator 3.6 7.8 1.7 4.6
tt hadronisation 2.5 12 5.8 3.9
Wt{tt interference < 1:0 < 1:0 13 < 1:0
Single-top generator < 1:0 < 1:0 4.9 < 1:0
Single-top hadronisation < 1:0 < 1:0 11 < 1:0
JER 2.8 1.5 6.8 2.4
JES 2.8 6.6 1.4 2.1
Mis-b-tag (c-quark) 2.3 1.6 4.9 13
Mis-b-tag (light quark) 2.0 < 1:0 2.0 4.6
Pile-up 2.5 1.2 3.8 2.0
Total systematic uncertainty 18 22 28 15
Table 22. Summary of the dominant systematic uncertainties in the total predicted background
yields, obtained by the background-only ts as described in section 10.1, in several representative
signal regions: tN med, bWN, bC2x med, and bCsoft med. Numbers are given as percentages of the
total background estimate.
in tN high and tN med, respectively. The previously observed excess in DM low loose is
reduced with the inclusion of more data to the level of 1.5 .
The number of observed events together with the predicted number of SM background
events in all 16 SRs are summarised in tables 23 and 24, showing the breakdown of the
various backgrounds that contribute to the SRs. The tables also list the results for the four
t parameters that control the normalisation of the four main backgrounds (normalisation
factors, NFs), together with the associated t uncertainties including the theoretical mod-
elling uncertainties. In order to quantify the level of agreement of the SM background-only
hypothesis with the observations in the SRs, a prole-likelihood-ratio test is performed.
The resulting p-values (p0) are also presented in the tables, and are capped at 0.5. Model-
independent upper limits on beyond-SM contributions are derived for each SR. A generic
signal model is assumed that contributes only to the SR and for which neither experi-
mental nor theoretical systematic uncertainties except for the luminosity uncertainty are
considered. All limits are calculated using the CLs prescription [177]. Table 25 details the
number of observed events and the predicted number of SM background events for each
bin of the shape-t SRs. The NFs are compatible with unity in most cases, except for the
single-top NFs in bCsoft med and bCsoft high. The single-top NFs are signicantly below
unity, possibly due to the eect of interference between the Wt and tt processes at NLO.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the observed data (nobs) with the predicted SM background (nexp) in
(top) the bffN, bWN, tN med and tN high signal regions, and (bottom) the DM low loose, DM low,
and DM high signal regions, and associated VRs. The background predictions are obtained using
the background-only t conguration, and the hatched area around the SM prediction includes
all uncertainties. The bottom panels show the dierence between data and the predicted SM
background divided by the total uncertainty (tot).
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Figure 16. Comparison of the observed data (nobs) with the predicted SM background (nexp) in
(top) the bCbv, bC2x diag, and bC2x med signal regions, (bottom) the bCsoft high, bCsoft med,
and bCsoft diag signal regions, together with associated VRs. The background predictions are ob-
tained using the background-only t conguration, and the hatched area around the SM prediction
includes all uncertainties. The bottom panels show the dierence between data and the predicted
SM background divided by the total uncertainty (tot).
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Signal region tN high tN med tN diag high tN diag med tN diag low bWN bffN
Observed 8 50 19 115 34 68 70
Total background 3:8 1:0 36:3 6:6 18:3 2:2 115 31 30:3 5:9 71 16 60:5 6:1
tt 2` 0:51 0:18 12:1 2:9 15:2 2:4 65:1 9:4 8:5 2:3 65 16 -
tt 1` 0:020 0:001 0:19 0:05 - 35:0 8:9 17:5 4:1 - 25:5 5:5
tt+ V 1:86 0:90 14:2 5:5 0:68 0:37 2:5 1:6 0:34 0:20 1:7 1:7 0:35 0:06
Single top 0:13 0:10 3:5 1:2 1:5 1:2 8:1 1:1 2:3 1:2 1:9+2:0 1:9 10:3 4:4
W+jets 0:88 0:24 4:3 1:1 0:70 0:56 3:8 1:9 1:7+2:0 1:7 1:41 0:88 19:6 4:9
Diboson 0:42 0:16 2:08 0:70 0:21 0:11 0:69+0:73 0:69 0:07+0:24 0:07 0:89 0:28 2:72 0:99
Z+jets - - - - - - 1:9 1:8
tt 2` NF 1:01 0:15 0:96 0:13 1:05 0:06 1:16 0:16 - 1:04 0:07 -
tt 1` NF 0:97 0:08 1:05 0:09 - 1:16 0:28 0:85 0:10 - 0:73 0:11
tt+ V NF 1:11 0:35 1:13 0:32 - - - - -
Single top NF 0:64 0:37 1:19 0:37 - - - - -
W+jets NF 0:82 0:17 0:85 0:18 - - - - 1:19 0:26
p0 () 0.05 (1.6) 0.07 (1.4) 0.44 (0.14) 0.5 (0) 0.33 (0.46) 0.5 (0) 0.17 (0.95)
N limitnon-SM exp. 5.8 19 11 58 19 33 21
N limitnon-SM obs. 10 31 11 58 17 31 28
Table 23. The numbers of observed events in the pure bino LSP SRs together with the expected
numbers of background events and their uncertainties as predicted by the background-only ts,
the normalisation factors (NF) for the background predictions obtained in the t, the probabilities
(represented by p0 values, and capped at 0.5) that the observed numbers of events are compatible
with the background-only hypothesis, and the expected (N limitnon-SM exp.) and observed (N
limit
non-SM obs.)
95% CL upper limits on the number of beyond-SM events. Some of the SRs where tt background
events are predominantly semileptonic or dileptonic have only one NF which is also applied to
the subdominant tt contribution. Backgrounds with no associated NF are normalised with the
theoretical cross-sections.
Figures 17, 18, and 19 show comparisons between the observed data and the SM back-
ground prediction with all SR selections applied except the requirement on the plotted vari-
able. Good agreement is found between the observed data and the SM background predic-
tion. The expected distributions from representative signal benchmark models are overlaid.
10.2 Exclusion limits
No signicant excess is observed, and exclusion limits are set based on prole-likelihood
ts for the stop pair production models and the simplied model for top quarks produced
in association with dark-matter particles.
The signal uncertainties and potential signal contributions to all regions are taken into
account. All uncertainties except those in the theoretical signal cross-section are included
in the t. Exclusion limits at 95% condence level (CL) are obtained by selecting a priori
the signal region with the lowest expected CLs value for each signal model and the exclusion
contours are derived by interpolating in the CLs value.
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Signal region DM high DM low DM low loose bC2x diag bC2x med bCbv bCsoft diag bCsoft med bCsoft high
Observed 5 13 65 22 4 25 33 19 2
Total background 7:42:1 13:83:6 48:38:2 21:35:0 5:81:6 25:13:8 24:73:1 13:72:1 1:80:3
tt 2` 0:820:27 2:210:58 16:05:7 6:42:4 1:360:49 1:250:65 - - -
tt 1` 0:00:0 0:070:03 - 0:280:18 0:04+0:13 0:04 - 10:32:4 4:91:5 0:360:15
tt+V 4:02:0 6:73:2 14:35:9 7:83:3 0:710:38 0:580:16 0:140:06 0:440:10 0:050:02
Single top 0:330:16 0:650:57 3:41:3 5:52:4 3:01:5 0:600:54 3:51:5 1:60:5 0:230:11
W+jets 1:640:53 3:21:3 11:02:8 1:220:35 0:540:14 16:53:1 8:02:0 6:42:0 1:060:24
Diboson 0:660:21 0:980:33 3:61:3 0:230:08 0:070:04 6:12:0 2:210:93 0:310:16 0:040:01
Z+jets - - - - - - 0:600:55 0:170:16 0:040:04
tt 2` NF 1:190:13 1:060:12 1:130:21 1:280:17 1:580:22 0:780:28 - - -
tt 1` NF 1:080:14 0:950:04 - 0:960:08 0:750:15 - 0:730:11 0:920:07 0:930:16
tt+V NF 0:980:38 1:060:38 1:100:32 1:180:39 0:950:52 - - - -
Single top NF 0:940:37 1:050:35 1:220:27 1:590:45 1:170:37 - - 0:470:14 0:370:15
W+jets NF 1:080:21 1:040:18 0:930:10 0:800:24 1:110:25 1:070:09 1:190:26 1:350:24 1:110:19
p0 () 0.5 (-) 0.5 (-) 0.07 (1.5) 0.45 (0.11) 0.5 (-) 0.5 (-) 0.09 (1.34) 0.12 (1.17) 0.44 (0.16)
N limitnon-SM exp. 7.2 11 23 14 6.4 13 13 9.6 4.1
N limitnon-SM obs. 5.7 10 37 14 5.2 13 20 14 4.3
Table 24. The numbers of observed events in DM+tt, wino NLSP, bCbv, and higgsino LSP SRs
together with the expected numbers of background events and their uncertainties as predicted by
the background-only ts, the normalisation factors (NF) for the background predictions obtained
in the t, the probabilities (represented by p0 values, and capped at 0.5) that the observed numbers
of events are compatible with the background-only hypothesis, and the expected (N limitnon-SM exp.)
and observed (N limitnon-SM obs.) 95% CL upper limits on the number of beyond-SM events. Some of
the SRs where tt background events are predominantly semileptonic or dileptonic have only one NF
which is also applied to the subdominant tt contribution. Backgrounds with no associated NF are
normalised with the theoretical cross-sections.
Signal region Fitted variable bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5
tN med EmissT Observed 21 17 8 4 {
Total background 14:6 2:8 11:2 2:2 7:3 1:7 3:16 0:74 {
tN diag high BDT high Observed 40 41 19 { {
Total background 47:3 3:6 37:5 3:5 18:3 2:2 { {
tN diag med BDT med Observed 970 678 366 211 40
Total background 886 83 618 86 440 71 210 30 51 10
bWN amT2 Observed 13 19 22 30 36
Total background 16:5 4:5 16:0 6:0 25:6 5:3 40:1 8:1 38:5 8:3
bffN p`T=E
miss
T Observed 9 27 34 { {
Total background 4:6 1:1 22:9 3:1 32:5 4:1 { {
bCsoft diag p`T=E
miss
T Observed 4 16 13 { {
Total background 1:69 0:47 9:3 2:1 13:6 2:8 { {
bCsoft med p`T=E
miss
T Observed 4 15 57 { {
Total background 4:92 0:90 8:9 1:3 52:9 6:2 { {
bCsoft high p`T=E
miss
T Observed 1 1 15 { {
Total background 0:67 0:13 1:11 0:22 6:98 0:81 { {
Table 25. The numbers of observed events in each bin of the shape-t SRs together with the ex-
pected numbers of total background events and their uncertainties as predicted by the background-
only ts. The bin i (i = 1{5) corresponds to the i-th bin (from left to right) of the variable used in
the shape-t. The bin boundaries of the shape-ts are detailed in table 6, 7, 8, and 10.
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Figure 17. Kinematic distributions in the signal regions: (top left) mreclusteredtop in tN high, (top
right) amT2 in bC2x med, (middle left) mT in bC2x diag, (middle right) E
miss
T in bCbv, (bottom left)
mT in DM low, and (bottom right) E
miss
T in DM high. The full event selection in the corresponding
signal region is applied, except for the requirement (indicated by an arrow) that is imposed on the
variable being plotted. The predicted SM backgrounds are scaled with the normalisation factors
obtained from the corresponding control regions in tables 23 and 24. In addition to the background
prediction, a signal model is shown on each plot. In the DM+tt signal model, a coupling of g = 1
is assumed. The category labelled `Others' stands for minor SM backgrounds that contribute less
than 5% of the total SM background. The hatched area around the total SM prediction includes
statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains overows.
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Figure 18. Distributions of BDT score for the tN diag low (top left), tN diag med (top right),
and tN diag high (bottom) regions. The SM background predictions are obtained using the
background-only t conguration, and the hatched area around the total SM background predic-
tion includes all uncertainties. In addition to the background prediction, signal models are shown,
denoted by m(~t1; ~
0
1). The bottom panels show the dierence between data and the predicted SM
background divided by the total uncertainty (tot).
Figure 20 shows the expected and observed exclusion contours as a function of stop and
neutralino mass for the pure bino LSP scenario. The 1exp uncertainty band indicates
how much the expected limit is aected by the systematic and statistical uncertainties
included in the t. The 1SUSYtheory uncertainty lines around the observed limit illustrate
the change in the observed limit as the nominal signal cross-section is scaled up and down
by the theoretical cross-section uncertainty. The exclusion limits are obtained under the
hypothesis of mostly right-handed stops in the pure bino LSP scenario. Figure 21 shows the
expected and observed exclusion contours as a function of stop mass and the mass splitting
m(~t1; ~
0
1), providing a greater level of detail for the transitions between the two-, three-
and four-body decay regions. Stop masses above 195 GeV are excluded for any value of the
neutralino mass within the two-body decay region. The exclusion range extends to stop
masses up to 480 GeV or higher depending on the neutralino mass.
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Figure 19. Kinematic distributions for the shape-t analyses: (top left) EmissT in tN med, (top right)
amT2 in bWN, (middle left) p
`
T/E
miss
T in bffN, (middle right) p
`
T/E
miss
T in bCsoft diag, (bottom left)
p`T/E
miss
T in bCsoft med, and (bottom right) p
`
T/E
miss
T in bCsoft high. The full event selection
in the corresponding signal region is applied, except for the requirement that is imposed on the
variable being plotted. The predicted SM backgrounds are scaled with the normalisation factors
obtained from the corresponding control regions in tables 23 and 24. The hatched area around
the total SM prediction includes statistical and experimental uncertainties. The last bin contains
overows. Benchmark signal models are overlaid for comparison. The bottom panels show the
dierence between data and the predicted SM background divided by the total uncertainty (tot).
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Figure 20. Expected (black dashed) and observed (red solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane
of m~01 versus m~t1 for direct stop pair production assuming either
~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! bW ~01, or
~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 decay with a branching ratio of 100%. The excluded regions from previous publica-
tions [37, 168] are shown with the grey and blue shaded areas.
The results improve upon previous exclusion limits by excluding the stop mass region
up to 940 GeV for a massless lightest neutralino and assuming B(~t1 ! t~01) = 100%. In
the three-body scenario, stop masses are excluded up to 500 GeV for a LSP mass of about
300 GeV. In the four-body scenario, stop masses are excluded up to 370 GeV for a mass-
splitting between the stop and the LSP as low as 20 GeV.
The non-excluded area between the three- and four-body decay regions is due to a
reduction in search sensitivity as the kinematic properties of the signal change signicantly
when transitioning from a four-body to a three-body decay. In particular, approaching this
boundary from the three-body side, the momenta of the two b-jets decrease to zero and
hence the acceptance of the pT requirement on the b-tagged jet in the bWN signal region
decreases rapidly.
The kinematic properties change again at the kinematic boundary between the three-
body and on-shell top-quark decay modes. When approaching this diagonal from the
on-shell top-quark side, the search sensitivity usually worsens due to the diculty in dis-
entangling signal from the tt background. However, the dedicated BDT analysis (here in
particular tN diag high) recovers partly the sensitivity.
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Figure 21. Expected (black dashed) and observed (red solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane
of m(~t1; ~
0
1) versus m~t1 for direct stop pair production assuming either
~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! bW ~01, or
~t1 ! bff 0 ~01 decay with a branching ratio of 100%. The excluded regions from previous publica-
tions [37, 168] are shown with the grey shaded area.
Limits are also set on the masses of the ~t1 and ~
0
1 in the wino NLSP scenario. Figure 22
shows the exclusion contours based on the combination of all SRs targeting this sce-
nario for positive and negative values of the  parameter. The stop mass region up to
885 GeV (940 GeV) is excluded in scenarios with  < 0 ( > 0) and a 200 GeV neu-
tralino. Figure 23 shows the exclusion limit for the simplied model ~t1 ! b~1 scenario
with m~t1
 m~1 = 10 GeV. The stop mass region is excluded up to 840 GeV for a massless
neutralino.
Assuming the higgsino LSP scenario, limits are also set on the masses of the ~t1 and ~
0
1.
Figures 24 and 25 show the exclusion contours for the three signal scenarios, mtR < mq3L,
mq3L < mtR, and mq3L < mtR with large tan , as described in section 4. The results are
based on the combination of two orthogonal hard- and soft-lepton SRs. The stop decay
branching ratios to t~
0
1, b~

1 and t~
0
2 vary in these three scenarios. In the scenario with
mtR < mq3L, the sensitivity is mostly driven by the bCsoft med and bCsoft high SRs,
as the branching ratio of the ~t1 ! b~1 decay (with soft leptons) is large, whereas the
sensitivity is driven by the tN med SR for the scenario with mq3L < mtR, as the branching
ratios of the ~t1 ! t~01 and ~t1 ! t~02 decays (with high-pT leptons from the leptonically
decaying top quark) are dominant. The third scenario, mq3L < mtR with large tan ,
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Figure 22. Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane of m~01
versus m~t1 for direct stop/sbottom pair production in the wino NLSP model under the hypothesis
of mq3L < mtR, where various decay modes (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02, ~b1 ! t~1 , ~b1 ! b~01,
and ~b1 ! b~02) are considered with dierent branching ratios for each signal point. The ~02 decays
into ~
0
1 predominantly via either a Z boson or a Higgs boson depending on the sign of the 
parameter. Contours for the  > 0 and  < 0 hypotheses are shown as blue and red lines,
respectively. In this model, the ~

1 and ~
0
2 masses are assumed to be nearly twice as large as the
LSP (~
0
1) mass. The grey vertical dash-dotted lines show the corresponding sbottom mass. The
dashed line m~t1 = mb +m~1
is a physical boundary of the ~t1 ! b~1 decay.
benets from both the soft- and hard-lepton SRs, with equal branching ratios to all three
decay modes.
Figure 26 shows the region mb + m~1
< m~t1
< mtop + m~01 . Since the mass-splitting
m(~t1; ~
0
1) is smaller than the top mass a 100% branching ratio to ~t1 ! b~1 is assumed,
and the exclusion limit is set by a single soft-lepton SR, bCsoft diag. In the gaps be-
tween the exclusion contour and diagonal dashed lines indicating the kinematic boundaries
(m~t1
= mb +m~1
and m~t1
= mtop +m~01), the assumption of a 100% branching ratio may
not be accurate due to phase-space eects, hence these gap regions are not considered in
the interpretation.
In gures 25 and 26, m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) is xed to 5 GeV and m(~
0
2; ~
0
1) is xed to 10 GeV.
In gure 24, the mass relations m(~
0
2; ~
0
1) = 2  m(~1 ; ~01) and m~1 = 150 GeV
are assumed, while m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) is varied in the range 0{30 GeV. For the region
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Figure 23. Expected (black dashed) and observed (red solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane
of m~01 versus m~t1 for direct stop pair production assuming the b
~1 decay with a branching ratio
of 100%. The chargino mass is assumed to be close to the stop mass, m~1
= m~t1   10 GeV.
m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) < 2 GeV, only the ~t1 ! t~01 process is simulated, with the branching ratio
set to account for both the ~t1 ! t~01 and ~t1 ! t~02 decays. In gure 25, the stop mass
region up to 890 GeV (800 GeV) is excluded in scenarios with mq3L < mR (mR < mq3L).
Limits are also set on the masses of the ~t1 and ~
0
1 in the well-tempered neutralino
scenario as shown in gure 27. In the scenario with mq3L < mtR, the expected sensitivity
is better than in the scenario with mtR < mq3L as sbottom pair production can also
contribute to the former, roughly doubling the signal acceptance. No observed limit is set
in the mtR < mq3L scenario, as a mild excess of data events is seen above the predicted SM
background yield in the bCsoft high SR (shape-t, as shown in gure 19), which is the
most sensitive SR in this scenario. On the other hand, the stop mass region up to 810 GeV
is excluded in scenarios with mq3L < mtR.
Figure 28 shows the upper limit on the ratio of the DM+tt production cross-section
to the theoretical cross-section. Limits are shown under the hypothesis of a scalar or
pseudoscalar mediator, and for a xed DM candidate mass or for a xed mediator mass. A
scalar (pseudoscalar) mediator mass of around 100 GeV (20 GeV) is excluded at 95% CL,
assuming a 1 GeV dark-matter particle mass and a common coupling of g = 1 to SM and
dark-matter particles.
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Figure 24. Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane of m
(~

1 , ~
0
1) versus m~t1 for direct stop pair production in the xed m~1
= 150 GeV higgsino LSP
model where various decay modes (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02) are considered with dierent
branching ratios, depending on the hypothesis being considered, and overlaid. In this model, the
mass relation of m(~
0
2; ~
0
1) = 2  m(~1 ; ~01) is assumed, varying m(~1 ; ~01) from 0 GeV to
30 GeV. For the region m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) < 2 GeV, only the ~t1 ! t~01 decay is considered while the
branching ratio is set to account for both the ~t1 ! t~01 and ~t1 ! t~02 decays.
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Figure 25. Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane of m~01 versus
m~t1 for direct stop pair production in the higgsino LSP model where various decay modes (
~t1 ! b~1 ,
~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02) are considered with dierent branching ratios depending on the hypothesis
being considered. In this model, m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) = 5 GeV and m(~
0
2; ~
0
1) = 10 GeV are assumed.
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Figure 26. Expected (black dashed) and observed (red solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane
of m~01 versus m~t1 for direct stop pair production in the higgsino LSP model where only the
~t1 ! b~1 decay mode is kinematically allowed due to the phase space constraint. In this model,
m(~

1 ; ~
0
1) = 5 GeV is assumed.
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Figure 27. Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) 95% excluded regions in the plane of m~01 versus
m~t1 for direct stop/sbottom pair production in the well-tempered neutralino model where various
decay modes (~t1 ! b~1 , ~t1 ! t~01, ~t1 ! t~02, ~b1 ! t~1 , ~b1 ! b~01, and ~b1 ! b~02) are considered
with dierent branching ratios for each signal point. Contours for the mq3L <mtR and mq3L >mtR
hypotheses are shown separately as red and blue lines, respectively. For the mq3L <mtR hypothesis,
both stop and sbottom pair production is considered while for the mq3L >mtR hypothesis, only
stop pair production is considered.
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Figure 28. Upper limit on the ratio of the DM production cross-section to the simplied model
expectation under the hypothesis of (left) a scalar or (right) a pseudoscalar mediator. The limit is
shown as a function of: (top) the mediator mass for a xed mass of the DM candidate of 1 GeV,
or (bottom) the DM candidate mass for a xed mediator mass of 10 GeV. The coupling of the
mediator to SM and DM particles is assumed to be g = 1.
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11 Summary and conclusions
This paper presents searches for direct top-squark pair production covering various SUSY
scenarios and for a spin-0 mediator decaying into pair-produced dark-matter particles pro-
duced in association with tt using the nal state with one isolated lepton, jets, and EmissT .
Thirteen signal-region selections are optimised for the discovery of a top-squark signature.
The analysis also denes three signal-region selections for spin-0 mediator models.
The search uses 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data collected by the ATLAS experiment at
the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13 TeV. No signicant excess is observed over
the estimated Standard Model backgrounds. Exclusion limits at 95% condence level are
derived for the considered models.
These results improve upon previous exclusion limits by excluding the top-squark mass
region up to 940 GeV for a massless lightest neutralino and assuming a 100% branching
ratio for ~t1 ! t~01. Exclusion limits are also improved in pMSSM models targeting var-
ious sparticle mass spectra. For the wino NLSP model, the top-squark mass region up
to 885 GeV (940 GeV) is excluded in scenarios with  < 0 ( > 0) and a 200 GeV neu-
tralino. For the higgsino LSP model, the top-squark mass region up to 860 GeV (800 GeV)
is excluded in scenarios with mq3L < mtR (mtR < mq3L). Furthermore, in a model with
well-tempered neutralinos, the top-squark mass region up to 810 GeV is excluded in sce-
narios with mq3L < mtR while no limit is set in scenarios with mtR < mq3L.
For the spin-0 mediator models, a scalar (pseudoscalar) mediator mass of around
100 GeV (20 GeV) is excluded at 95% condence level, assuming a 1 GeV dark-matter par-
ticle mass and a common coupling to SM and dark-matter particles of g = 1.
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